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ALL MY RELATIONS
Bryan Kamaoli Kuwada

Fish are bloody and fleshy and briny. The belly 
meat is fatty, the guts are sharp and acrid. But 
they barely sate my hunger. Only the flesh of 
your skin-sack kin does that. 

It’s been so long. 

I look at the stringer of fish: some weke nono, 
an uku, a scattering of kole. The weke’s vibrant 
stripes contrast with the uku’s darker colour. 
Out in the water, I said the ritual words. Then I 
feasted. Even a predator recognises those above 
him. I devoured two bright green uku before 
I came in, making short work of their thick 
scales. The edge of my hunger is dulled, but still 
cutting. Gnawing. Whispering. Insisting. 

I walk across the grass, stringer and spear in 
one hand, the rest of my gear tucked under my 
arm or balanced across my chest. I stash the 
rest of the fish in the cooler in the back of my 
truck for later, and head towards the hose. 

A young boy splashes his slippers idly in the 
puddle on the asphalt by the spigot. This is the 
beach I dive at most and I see him around with 
his dad and some other folks. I’ve even traded 
fish with the father a few times. 

The boy’s wearing a stained and tattered pair 
of red surf shorts. Someone, maybe his mom, 
has added elastic to the waistband to make it fit 
his skinny brown frame better. As I approach, 
he turns and stares at me unashamedly, as 
children do. 

My breathing quickens and my muscles 
tense. I force myself to relax. His stare is not a 
challenge. I flick my eyes over him. He’s a little 
runt, hair turned ‘ehu from the sun. He might 
be twelve. Maybe he’s eight. I don’t know his 
age, but that’s more because I can’t be bothered 
to pay attention to the developmental stages of 

your whelps rather than some ageless quality 
about him. 

“Uncle, my dad says that you should never 
dive alone.’”

And now he’s talking to me. “I’m not your 
uncle, boy,” I grumble, brushing past him to get 
to the hose. Uncle. As if we could be related. 

I am a glorious kupua, a niuhi even. A 
ravening killing machine, sending your ape-
descended ancestors into the never-ending 
night. Leaving their entrails to twist in the salty 
currents of the sea. I am the tax your people 
pay for living by the shores of the great sea 
Moananuiākea. 

“My dad said you can get shallow water 
blackout if you hold your breath too long!”

“I’ll be careful next time,” I snort, not 
mentioning that I can breathe underwater. That 
the feel of water rushing across my gills as I 
chase down prey is one of my greatest pleasures 
in life. That if this was two hundred years ago, I 
would already know what his liver tastes like. 

“Plus my dad said that the sharks feed at 
dawn and dusk!”

Feed. My irises widen and my heart begins 
a relentless thudding. My feet pace out circles, 
with the hose in my hand, one eye fastened on 
the boy. 

Some of my shark 
kin feel that fear spoils 
your flavour, taints 
your meat, so they 
strike quickly, from 
the murky depths. 
But me? I love the 
actinic savour that 
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bowel-chilling terror imparts to your flesh. So 
I let you see me coming. Dorsal rising like the 
sail of a voyaging canoe as I circle. The whites of 
your eyes before you turn and try to scratch for 
shore. ‘Ka liu o ka pa‘akai,’ as we used to say, 
the savour of the salt. 

I sluice the cold hose water over my face, 
feeling slightly diminished as I wash the salt 
water from my skin. Less like me and more like 
one of you. I peel out of the sleeves and torso of 
my green camo wetsuit and continue to rinse off. 

“Ho, Uncle, that’s a nice tat on your back! 
What is that? Shark teeth? I like get one like 
that too, but my dad said I too young yet.”

I don’t answer. Godsdamn, that fucking kid 
does not shut up. I shake my head and chuckle 
to myself, giving in a little bit. 

“It’s a family design. Everyone in my family 
has it.” I turn my back to him so he can see the 
stylized black triangles stretching between my 
shoulders in an oval, a lei of teeth. I’m a little 
puzzled at myself. Maybe I’m being nice to him 
or maybe I’m just a little vain. 

I sense the vibration when the boy shudders. 
The black depths between my shoulder blades 
beg him to come closer. The darkness promising 
a quick flash of red and then oblivion. I turn my 
back away from him as I feel the teeth starting to 
unsheathe from my torso, sharp tips beginning 
to push out from the triangles, the jaw aching to 
saw through his thin bones. 

He’s so close. It would be nothing to just give 
into the transformation and tear into him. My 
hunger tells me to just let go. Just let go. Just let 
go. Just let go. Just. Let. Go. 

Quickly, I finish rinsing and all but run to my 
truck, large strides devouring ground. I reach 
into the cooler and pull out one of the weke. 
I say the ritual words, then I feast. I bite into 
the rich pink-striped belly first, fat, blood, and 
organs sliding down my throat. No one is around 
to see the nictitating membranes flick up to 
protect my eyes as my teeth rend their way into 
the weke’s sweet flesh. 

I always marvel at how you flesh pockets eat 
with these flat bovine teeth. It’s like you have to 
grind your meal into baby food first before your 
delicate constitutions can digest it. My true teeth 
have not torn into prey, even fish, for far too 

long. Now I hunt with these inferior analogues: 
three-prong spear, speargun, fiberglass-bladed 
dive fins, low-volume dive mask. 

The weke’s viscera and bile do little to slake 
my bloodthirst but it is enough. Though I lick 
every last speck of blood from my lips, I am in 
control again. When I am in this form I hunger 
less for you tasty little crabs. For the nectar in 
your veins. For the frenzied thrashing followed 
by sweet stillness. That slight blunting of my 
hunger from walking on two legs is why I have 
been reduced to living among my prey for so 
long. 

Two hundred years ago, the sharks of Hawai‘i 
had a great battle at Pu‘uloa. A place you people 
so brilliantly renamed Pearl Harbor… because 
it was a harbour with pearls in it. Skin-sack 
ingenuity. 

Ka‘ahupāhau and her brother Kahi‘ukā were 
amongst our most powerful leaders. But they 
betrayed us. They refused to be what they are: 
Predators. They wanted to be more like you soft 
dull-toothed ape-children. So they led a group of 
sharks who had forsaken eating people. 

Against their own kin. 

The battle was terrible and glorious at the 
same time. The sea of Pu‘uloa was filled with 
flashing teeth and blood and death. As we 
fought, we shifted through shark, and human, 
and in-between, but death found us no matter 
our form. When the fighting ceased, the dead on 
both sides lay bloated and rotting in the sun, 
and we niuhi, the maneaters, had been defeated. 

Ka‘ahupāhau and Kahi‘ukā were the 
protectors of Pu‘uloa, 
and after their victory, 
they declared that 
no shark shall eat 
human flesh in the 
seas around O‘ahu 
ever again. And do you 
know how your chimp 
forebears repaid that 
boon? Your leaders 
built a military base on 
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their home. They even built a dry dock right atop 
Ka‘ahupāhau’s cave. 

Though no one has seen Ka‘ahupāhau or 
Kahi‘ukā since the base was constructed, I 
follow their mandate. Even though they broke 
with our traditions to defeat us, I still adhere 
to our traditions and our hierarchy. They were 
victorious, and I will obey the law they decreed. 
When I am a shark and the hunger hits, 
nothing can stay my jaws. There are none of the 
weaknesses brought by your flabby human form 
to hold me back. I stay in this lowly human form 
so the hunger does not overwhelm me. 

Two hundred years. 

Anger flares when I remember the last time I 
swam as a shark. Entangled by Ka‘ahupāhau’s 
net, held still and slowly suffocating. Battle 
hunger fading, my powerful fins separating and 
shrinking into these willowy little ape paws. But 
I burn at the thought that some mob of flesh 
sausages thought it would be okay to build on 
top of the home of Ka‘ahupāhau and Kahi‘ukā. 
Yes, they were my enemies but there is no 
justice in that. 

I shove the weke’s head into my mouth, biting 
down and feeling skull crunch. Fishermen 
say that if you eat the head of a weke, you 
get nightmares. But I am the nightmare: That 
feeling on the back of your neck. The movement 
out of the corner of your eye. The shadow in the 
sea. 

Now I have been relegated to eating only fish. 
Sometimes, your ancestors used to sacrifice 
ulua to the kini akua in place of people, a fish 
standing in for a man. Let me tell you though: 
fish are no replacement for a sawn femoral and 
the long slender thigh of a kanaka. Eating all 
this fish, I may as well start eating vegetables 
too, like a godsdamned sea cow or some 
idiot pescatarian in Kaka‘ako obsessing over 
coffee and asking if his golden tilapia filet was 
harpooned or line-caught. 

My knuckles are white, clutching my 
threeprong. It would be so easy to use it to put a 
hole in one of these meat sacks lounging on the 
beach around me and drink the life from them. 
To say the ritual words and then tear them to 
pieces. I feel my pupils dilating to let in more 
light, more information for the hunt, my foot 

twitching, wanting to propel me into action like a 
sweep of my giant tail. 

“Uncle, you doing okay?”

My eyes snap to the boy, unrecognising, seeing 
only flesh and vulnerable spots to drive my 
jaws into. Belly. Throat. Face. Anywhere on this 
whelp actually. 

“Uncle!” Instead of retreating, the boy hurries 
closer. “You okay or what, Uncle?”

Most prey runs, rather than approaching. I 
cock my head and he starts to separate from the 
background, coming into focus from the frenzy. 

“Eh, boy,” I say slowly, words thick in my 
mouth. “Yeah, I’m fine. And stop calling me 
Uncle. What’s your name?” I ask, starting to feel 
a little calmer. I grudgingly appreciate that the 
boy is bringing me back. “You know what, never 
mind. I’m just going to call you Uncle so you 
know what it feels like.”

The boy giggles loudly and comes closer. “So 
what are you doing here, Uncle?” I ask, eliciting 
another giggle. 

“My dad them is cruising over there, drinking 
beer.” ‘Uncle’ points to a cluster of EZ corner 
tents sheltering coolers and men in tank tops 
playing music. Their trucks are clustered on 
the grass behind the sandy berm. A widely 
spaced line of fishing poles, lines taut and bells 
attached, run along the shore. ‘We come every 
weekend in the morning and put our lines out, 
then just camp and take it easy. Sometimes we 
catch plenty fish too! 

“I get one spear like yours too, but I never get 
to use it yet.”

The boy’s eyes glitter 
as he eyes my spear, 
maybe even a spark of 
hunger. Once more, I 
look him over, with an 
appraising eye, not as 
meat, but as something 
else. He’s not much to 
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look at. More like a trumpetfish or a fence pole 
than anything, but perhaps this boy is a hunter 
too. 

“Next time I come, ask your father if you can 
come dive with me. We’ll get some fish for them 
throw on the grill.”

‘Uncle’ beams. “Shoots!” 

I walk past him to get in my truck, flicking his 
hat off his head, ‘‘kay, Uncle.” 

He giggles again as he catches his hat against 
his chest before it falls to the ground. My engine 
coughs to life and I drive off, seeing him in my 
rear-view walking towards the little flock of 
tents. 

***

Uncle runs up to my truck when I pull into 
the lot early in the morning. He has a three-
prong in his little boy hand, and I can see his 
dad and the others by the tents yelling at him to 
stop running, ‘bumbye you fall and poke your 
eye out.’ He’s standing right outside my window, 
making shaka, bouncing up and down. 

“You did come back today!

“I told my dad you was going come back! 

“He had to go back home to get my spear! 

“See, Dad, he’s back! 

“When are we going to go diving? 

“Do I need a wetsuit like you?”

I try to keep a look of disgust off my face. 
Regret surges for my lapse yesterday. What was I 
thinking? This wet paper bag a hunter? I get out 
of my rusty red truck and nudge Uncle toward 
the back, where I have all my gear stored. I 
lift the rear window of the camper top, hinges 
screeching. I reach in with one hand, using the 
other to pass gear to him, all the while trying to 
ignore his steady stream of conversation. 

I stack the dive float on top of the pile of stuff 
Uncle is already carrying and he giggles as he 
tries to balance it all. I grab the float back and 
tuck it under my arm, but I let him hobble along 
with the rest of the gear. Got to earn his keep, 
right? Did I just smile at him? 

I can tell that the dad and his friends had a 
late night by the sheer number of beer bottles, 
but they’re all up early, empties bagged up for 
recycling, some joking around, some cutting 
bait, others grunting as they lean over their 
prodigious bellies to put their tabis on. 

“How’s it?” the dad greets me. He extends his 
thickly muscled arm, and we clasp hands. 

I jerk my head up and flash my eyebrows 
at him, “How’s it? You guys had any luck last 
night?”

“Not too bad,” he says, lifting the lid of the big 
white fish box they have filled with ice. Next to 
the cold cuts, bags of apples, and tubs of poke 
are a handful of mullet and a couple of papio. 
Next to the big cooler is a smaller one with an 
aerator humming and a bunch of oama that they 
were using for bait, but the dad says they might 
end up frying them for lunch instead. 

“We probably just stay in the shallows today,” 
I tell the dad, beckoning to his son with my 
head. “We go.”

Uncle grabs all his gear excitedly and his dad 
takes a picture of him with his phone. 

“Dad! Send that to me! 

“I’m going to put it on Instagram! 

“Are you on Instagram? You should just post 
pictures of your tat!”

If he asks me to take a selfie with him, I am 
going to eat him right now. Uncle follows on 
my heels like a yapping pup. Is that why I’m 
doing this? He’s some kind of pet? Some kind of 
biological imperative 
from being in this 
form so long? 

We walk down to 
the sandy shoreline, 
still reflecting a warm 
orange in the early 
morning sunlight. 
It’s summer, so the 
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swells running up the shore are only about 
knee high, the water making a gentle rustle as it 
sweeps up the beach. 

“What is that orange thing for? 

“How long can you hold your breath? 

“When do I get to use a spear gun? 

“How come your wetsuit is green if the water is 
blue? 

“My dad said bananas are bad luck for fishing. 

“He also said you’re not supposed to say 
‘fishing’ if you’re going fishing, but can I say 
‘diving’ if I’m going diving?”

I clench my teeth again and wonder what I 
was thinking when I said I would take Uncle 
out diving. I also wonder if he is making me 
hysterical because I find myself chuckling a 
little at his incessant chatter. I get some blessed 
relief when we reach the water and he puts 
the snorkel in his mouth, though I swear it 
seems like he is still talking through the rubber 
mouthpiece.

I swim out to a good spot, Uncle doing his 
best to follow along behind me. As we bob in the 
water, arms and legs moving lazily to keep us 
afloat, I tell him that for his first time, he should 
swim around the surface looking down for fish. 

“What kind of fish? 

“Is that a fish? 

“How do I know—”

I push the snorkel back into his mouth, and 
nudge him to get going. He nods and zooms off, 
long green fin blades flinging water into the air 
and churning a white trail behind him, head 
swivelling left and right. 

Damn kid. I shake my head, imagining all the 
fish for hundreds of metres scattering at Uncle’s 
over-enthusiastic approach. For the fish’s sake, I 
hope he keeps that snorkel in his mouth or else 
he’s going to question all of them to death. I float 
there and give him about ten minutes to tire 
himself out before I push off into the slight wind 
chop and catch up with him.

The hunger is always there at the back of my 
mind, but it is easier to hold it at bay when I am 
hunting. I tell him to follow me and do what I do, 
and we quiet down our movements, using our 
fins to push through the water without breaking 
the surface, using the current to drift to where 
we want to go. Uncle’s a quick study, but I don’t 
tell him that. 

We’re in about five or six metres of water. 
Mounds of coral dot the sandy plain; some edged 
with colour, others wrinkled and brown. There 
is good visibility through the clear blue. Uncle’s 
having the time of his life, making excited noises 
through the snorkel, and tapping me to point at 
anything swimming in the sea, sometimes even 
just the interesting ways the light is shimmering 
on the expanse of white sand bottom. 

What strikes me is how much less fish there 
is here now. The fish often get leery when I am 
in the water because even in human form they 
can tell that I am a predator. But you idiot bone-
sacks have killed so much reef and habitat with 
your sunscreen and your dumping and messed 
up the food chain with your long-liners and 
your overfishing. You know what pisses me off 
even more though? You don’t even eat the fish 
yourself. You send it off for other people far from 
here to eat. There is no justice in that. 

The shaft of my three prong is bending where 
I am gripping it in anger. I look over to see if 
Uncle’s noticed, but he’s pointing in the other 
direction trying to get me to look at a clump of 
seaweed shaped like a sheep. I can hear him 
giggling through his snorkel, windy little spurts 
of air shooting out the top of it. 

But as I turn my head in that direction, I see 
the signs of a he‘e, an octopus, hiding in its 
burrow. I point out 
the hole and mime 
what he should do. He 
breathes up and after 
a brief hesitation, folds 
over and dives down. 
I follow him down and 
watch as he uses the 
tip of his three prong 
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to dig in the sand and tickle the octopus out of 
its burrow. Spotted orange tentacles erupt out 
of the sand, darkening with irritation, and wrap 
around the head of the spear trying to push it 
away. 

It’s all the opening I need. I reach past Uncle 
and yank the he‘e out of its hole, tentacles 
clinging desperately to the burrow opening and a 
cloud of ink spurting out. I spit the mouthpiece 
of the snorkel out of my mouth and without 
thinking I bite the octopus between its eyes, 
crushing its brain. It turns white in death and 
hangs limp for me to shove into my mesh bag. 

Uncle’s eyes are huge behind the lens of his 
mask. I think that he is shaken both by seeing 
something die right in front of him and by how 
fast I did it. Maybe I underestimated him. But 
when we surface, he starts jabbering excitedly. I 
pull the snorkel out of his mouth. 

“That was so awesome! Let’s do it again! 

“I love to eat he‘e! My dad smokes it. 

“I guess that’s what it’s like to be part of the 
food chain!” 

I don’t know if he realizes how much a part 
of the food chain he is. Killing the he‘e and 
the taste of its flesh in my mouth brings the 
hunger surging back. I side-eye the human child 
through my dive mask. He’s a bony little thing, 
but I don’t mind. Sometimes the feeling of a 
femur snapping in your mouth is as satisfying 
as the meat itself. No one has seen Ka‘ahupāhau 
or Kahi‘ukā for decades. They betrayed us. How 
long must I follow their edict?

I start seeing red flashes in my vision. A 
blood-red cumulus hovers on the periphery of 
my sight. I look down; it’s a school of juvenile 
‘alalauā and mature āweoweo, all big eyes, 
grumpy-looking underbites, and crimson 
scales. They are floating near the protection of a 
small coral overhang. I do have a weakness for 
āweoweo. 

“We’re going to get us some fish to fry. Start 
your breathe-up.”

“How long should I breathe? 

“Do you think I should count—”

I give him a look and he begins to take slow 
breaths, getting a little more oxygen in his 
blood and slowing his heartbeat. At my signal, 
we both dive and he grabs onto my shoulders, 
riding down on my back. With smooth powerful 
strokes, I take us to the bottom and lay flat 
against the sand, holding onto a rock to keep us 
steady. 

The sling is drawn tight on my spear, and 
my right arm is extended, aiming at the large 
āweoweo swimming back and forth in front of 
me. I line up a shot on a big one and release 
my grip. The rubber band drives the spear 
forward and all three prongs pierce behind the 
huge staring eye of the fish. Stoned it. The fish 
twitches and then is dead. 

We rise and I show Uncle how to attach the 
āweoweo to the stringer hanging from our dive 
buoy. He’s still asking questions the whole time, 
but quiets down when I raise my eyebrows at 
him. His excitement is infectious though, and I 
take it easy on him. I tell him to breathe up one 
more time, and he takes one last dive on my 
back, before I tell him to dive on the hole on his 
own. 

I float next to him, hunkered down on the 
coral, while he tries to line up his shot. All I hear 
is tok… tok… tok… as he lines up, fires, hits the 
coral with his spear, lines up, fires, hits the coral 
with his spear. He finally hits a fish just as he is 
running out of air, but it bucks loose from the 
tip of his spear when he’s surfacing. His posture 
sinks in disappointment, so I spear one through 
the dorsal and show him how to hold the prongs 
above the fish so it doesn’t come off. 

Uncle is thrumming with all of his energy, 
from losing the fish, 
but also from really 
wanting to go down 
and get another. 

“It’s okay, Uncle. 
You’ll get the next 
one.” I help him 
readjust his dive 
mask. I make him 
do a longer breathe-
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up so he can calm his excitement and hold his 
breath longer. Then we both dive together, me 
following him this time. 

I still hear his tok-tok-tok but then he starts 
to connect and brings up a fish every dive or 
two until we have a nice bounty on the stringer. 
Enough to cook for everyone’s lunch and for 
him and his dad to take some home for dinner. 
I say the ritual words and then sneak a couple 
of tender ‘alalauā into my mouth while Uncle 
is not looking, and crunch down on bone and 
scales. I watch him appraisingly, tiny blood and 
gut clouds puffing out of my mouth. Maybe he is 
more of a hunter than I thought.

I look to the side and freeze. The stringer of 
āweoweo has drawn one of my kin; the scent 
of blood and the vibration of death calling it 
from a distance. It is not a niuhi like me, just a 
white-tip, no more than two metres from tail to 
snout. Even in my human form, I have the scent 
of niuhi on me, so it keeps its distance, circling 
warily, making no signs of threat. It knows not 
to make a move on my kill, but it is hoping that 
it can feed on the scraps I leave behind. 

I normally pay no attention to such lesser 
creatures, more like dogs than true relatives of 
mine, but my senses are drawn to Uncle. He 
saw the shark just after beginning his dive and 
now he’s stiffened up and is frantically kicking 
back to the surface. He’s illuminated by the 
sun above, so all I see is a skinny silhouette of 
flailing arms and legs, looking like nothing more 
than an injured fish. Uncle’s motions activate 
our prey instincts, and both the whitetip and I 
draw closer to him with interest. 

I feel the teeth shifting and extending between 
my shoulder blades, pushing to be free of the 
wetsuit’s neoprene. Gill slits begin to tear open 
on the side of my throat, and I can feel more 
oxygen running into my blood, giving me more 
energy, more drive. I just have to give in to the 
change, and I can feast. Kanaka blood and 
meat…. It’s been so long… Screw Ka‘ahupāhau’s 
edict. 

The split-second I take to ponder the edict 
puts me behind in the race, and the white-tip 
arrows past me towards Uncle. 

This vertical-eyed sea rat is trying to move in 
on my kill? This time I see red for real. Anger 
stops my shift in an instant and I shoot my 

hand forward, clamping down on the white-tip’s 
long, notched caudal fin. It turns its blunt snout 
to snap at me, but my grip and my scent, both 
enhanced by my anger, cut through its frenzy 
and put it to flight, changing its direction and 
vectoring off into the distant blue curtain. 

Mmmm, I can taste Uncle’s fear-stiffened 
movements in the water though. Ka liu o ka 
pa‘akai. The savour of the salt. I swivel my head 
slowly back and forth and let the water run into 
my mouth, over my tongue. But then I clamp my 
mouth shut. The edict’s hold is tenuous but I 
will still follow it. 

I surface and expel the salt water through 
my snorkel. I put my hands on Uncle’s skinny 
shivering bird shoulders to steady him. I lift his 
mask onto his forehead so he can see me. “He’s 
gone. We go, boy.”

I turn to swim back in, and he calls out, 
“Uncle, how did you do that?

“What kind of shark was that? 

“We don’t have to go in. 

“I’m okay, Uncle! I wasn’t scared.”

His fear has made him revert to calling me 
Uncle. I don’t turn around, but I call out over my 
shoulder: ‘Don’t call me Uncle, Uncle.’ 

He giggles, but I don’t have to look to know 
that he is crying. Swimming back to shore 
lets him burn off some of his fear and nervous 
energy though. His body is coming down from 
its fight-or-flight response (Uncle had definitely 
chosen flight), and as I swim behind him, I 
hear his breathing 
become more even. 
His heart slows 
down from caged 
cocaine-addled bird 
to pulsing workhorse, 
a thumping plod 
pushing blood to his 
smoothly moving 
limbs. By the time 
we get in, he is even 
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smiling a bit and asking questions about how to 
cook the āweoweo. 

The sun is still behind the mountains, but 
the sky is already a clear cloudless blue, north 
winds blowing lightly. The water is the colour we 
used to call uliuli, not really a colour, more of 
a depth. The deep of the sea is uliuli, as is the 
deep of the forest. That colour implies a certain 
gravity to a place. But you lackwits would 
probably just call it ‘like soooooo blue.’

Today I’m going to take Uncle out into the 
soooooo blue, so we can get some bigger fish. I 
have been taking him diving for a few months 
now, and even I have to admit that he’s getting 
pretty good. He’s even starting to fill out a little 
bit, not looking like a handful of sticks stuffed 
into a pair of pantyhose anymore. 

He’s good enough with the spear that he can 
supplement his family’s food supply but also sell 
the excess. I have actually had to warn him a 
few times about taking too many fish, especially 
just to sell. There is no justice in that. 

Most of his money is put back into diving 
though. In the beginning, he wore an old wool 
sweater of his father’s to keep warm in the 
water, but now he has a wetsuit with this 
red camo that’s supposed to become invisible 
underwater. I told him that it looks ridiculous, 
but he still wears it anyway. 

He even bought a new dive mask that has a 
mount for a GoPro. I told him that I better not 
see myself on his YouTube channel, Say Uncle, 
where he posts dive footage set to local reggae 
music and gives dramatic recountings of how he 
speared his fish. 

I sometimes think that he doesn’t understand 
why we do this. Why we hunt for our food. Why 
I say the ritual words before I feast. I don’t mean 
some hippie crap about us being one with the 
ocean or whatever drug-addled notions they 
peddle at their Puna retreats nowadays. I mean 
that there is a responsibility to being in the 
ocean, swimming in the salt blood of this planet. 
There is a weight to being predator or prey, and 
it is something you gutbags have forgotten. 

Uncle and I paddle out on kayaks with our 
gear loaded on them. The water is smooth and 
glassy. Small swells pulse through like ripples 
on a sheet tossed over a bed. The paddle is easy, 
and once we pass the reefbreak, the seafloor 

drops away quickly, going from a patterned 
turquoise to a solid uliuli. 

“The water is soooooo blue!”

I give Uncle a dark look, but he ignores it and 
chatters on about what kind of gear he’s going 
to buy when we get some big fish. We keep 
paddling until we start to approach a spot that 
has worked well for me before. 

Uncle starts to ask how I know we’re in the 
right place, but the big bird piles and flashes 
of colour at the sea’s surface provide all the 
answers he needs. He sits reverently for a few 
moments before switching on his GoPro and 
making excited comments. I shake my head. 
This is not why we hunt. 

I slip into the water and see a huge ball 
of small nehu drawn together for protection 
while kawakawa, rainbow runners, aku, and 
juvenile ‘ahi swarm through the school. I can 
see shimmers of larger ‘ahi swimming down 
deep, taking what they want of the terrified 
baitfish. ‘Ahi is not the same as kanaka, but 
remembering the thrill of speeding through the 
depths running down an ‘ahi puts an edge on 
my hunger. 

Uncle points excitedly down below and turns 
on his GoPro. I signal him to come over so I can 
tell him what to do, but he cocks his new multi-
band spear gun against his chest, and makes 
his dive. I watch him as he swims down to about 
twelve metres and floats there, his gun extended, 
waiting. Damn this idiot boy. The uliuli is not a 
place for amateurs. 

The big ‘ahi Uncle had been eyeing swims 
through the school 
in front of him 
and, unaware of its 
impending death, 
presents a broadside 
target for him. I 
hope he doesn’t 
shoot. 

Click. There is no 
cry of pain when the 
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spear pierces the fish just behind the gill plate 
and the toggle springs on the other side. But the 
powerful fish reacts instantly, instinct and agony 
driving it to zoom into the depths, leaving a trail 
of cavitating bubbles behind it. 

The spear is tethered to a series of dive floats, 
and the ‘ahi’s panicked flight drags the first float 
down, which will slow the fish’s escape and help 
draw it back towards the surface. The second 
float goes down as well, just as Uncle comes up 
for air. But it comes back up relatively quickly, 
the exhausted fish being dragged inexorably 
back upwards by the inflatable float. 

“Did you see that shot? 

“How big do you think that ‘ahi is? 

“Do you think I got good footage of it?”

I cut him off angrily: ‘Never mind, Uncle. Go 
finish it off quickly.’ I know what is coming but 
he should probably learn this himself. 

We use the tethers on the float to continue to 
draw the tired ‘ahi to the surface. My movements 
are quick and furious. I grow even more upset 
as I realize that some of the outrage is motivated 
by concern. Uncle is putting himself in a very 
dangerous position, but he doesn’t know it yet. 
When the ‘ahi gets close enough, Uncle does a 
short breathe-up, and we both dive down again. 
I show him where to stab the ‘ahi’s brain and he 
uses his dive knife to dispatch the fish quickly. 
I give him a quick nod of approval. He did that 
right, at least. A dusty pink and brown cloud of 
blood and brain drifts like smoke rising from a 
fire as the ‘ahi shudders then stills. 

It doesn’t still fast enough though. As 
Uncle grips the ‘ahi under its gills to lift it to 
the surface, I see a horde of sinuous shapes 
spiralling up from the uliuli. They have been 
drawn by the ‘ahi’s death throes, what to my kin 
must have been a cacophonous din advertising 
a free meal. At least a dozen sharks are making 
their way up. Oceanic white-tips, Galapagos, 
blues, even tigers. 

Even in the midst of their hunger, they are 
wary. An angry niuhi is no small matter. The ‘ahi 
blood and the vortex of nehu are pushing them 
to bravery though, or foolishness, becoming 
heedless of their personal safety in my presence. 
In a very calm voice, I tell Uncle to get the ‘ahi 
up on the kayak. If we leave it for the sharks, 

they will think they can extort the catch from 
any diver. I don’t care about you damn meat 
buckets, but there is no justice in that. 

Uncle hurriedly ties the big ‘ahi onto his 
kayak, his quick but clumsy movements tinged 
with fear. 

“Get on the kayak, Uncle, and let’s get out of 
here.” The tigers coming up are fierce, but I am 
only leaving for Uncle’s sake. “Get on the kayak, 
boy.” I put a stern note of urgency in my voice. 

He braces the speargun against the pad on 
the wetsuit’s chest and draws back the bands to 
cock it. 

“Uncle, what are you doing? Get on the kayak, 
I said!” I kick towards him, but he presses the 
shutter on his GoPro and dives down. I reach 
out to grab him but find no purchase as he slips 
down past me. I go down after him. There are too 
many sharks. My worried anger rises with each 
foot I descend. I have to get down there. 

As Uncle levels out, it is too clear what he is 
about to do. I can’t bring myself to believe it. 
I’m too far away to do anything as I watch him 
adjust his GoPro in the mount and line up his 
shot. He swings the gun towards a four metre 
beast of a tiger shark rising up slowly toward 
him. The largest of my approaching kin. Its 
blunt snout traces its way through the water, 
muscles sliding it sinuously out of the depths. 
Uliuli striped on its back. The interplay of the 
tiger’s markings with the shimmering surface 
light is beautiful. I admire the rows of ripsaw 
teeth in its mouth, so much like my own. It 
follows no edict. It eats what it wishes. It is a 
hunter. 

As I should be. 

Click. 

It is a poor shot. 
Uncle had wanted to 
line the spear up with 
the GoPro’s field of 
view and in his over-
eagerness, he’d shot 
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from an odd angle. The tip punched into the 
shark’s midsection behind the gills and toggled 
on the other side. Flesh pierced and muscle 
ruined. It is a mortal wound, but not a quick 
one. Like the wound I have been living the last 
two hundred years. The shark kicks its powerful 
tail and swims wildly back and forth in agony, 
trying to dislodge the spear’s breakaway tip, 
leaving contrails of blood in its wake. 

Before the tiger can escape into the uliuli of 
death, the rest of my opportunistic kin turn 
on it. It has fallen from the perch of hunter, 
and become merely prey. I know the feeling. 
Powerless, diminished, no longer a predator. 
My mind flashes back to Ka‘ahupāhau’s net, 
entrapping me. Forcing me to become one 
of you. Soft pink prey. The merest meat. A 
maneater who does not eat man. 

The sharks rising up towards us arrow after 
the tiger. They clamp their unworthy jaws on its 
striped flesh and tear away chunks. The tiger 
contorts to bring its teeth into play, but there are 
too many. It has no chance. A hunter besieged 
by wolves. Each shark takes a mouthful and 
then swims out of reach. Soon there is only dead 
weight at the end of Uncle’s tether. A head, part 
of the torso, a tatter of dorsal fin. 

Uncle reaches up and stops his GoPro, 
flashing me a thumbs-up that he got the shot. 
He thinks I will be happy for him. Thinks I 
enjoyed the spectacle. My heart is hammering. A 
thrashing drum echoing in the water. I will not 
suffer the fate of the tiger. That was not a death 
for a hunter, for a niuhi. There was no justice in 
that. 

I pull out the mouthpiece of my snorkel. Take 
off my dive mask. Undo my weight belt. Slip out 
of my fins. 

This nonsense has gone on for too long. 

I lift the wetsuit hood off of my head, and 
as I begin to work my way out of the wetsuit 
top, I feel the tips of my teeth emerging from 
the tattoo on my back. They tear through the 
black triangles on my skin and push their way 
forward, becoming a ring of jagged teeth around 
uliuli. 

Gills tear open on my neck and denticles rise 
on my skin. Bones crack and soften, reshaping 
and elongating, fins pushing out from my 
torso. The neoprene stretches and shreds into 

little pieces. I arch my back with the pain of 
the transformation and roar soundlessly as it 
completes. 

With the return to shark form, so too comes 
the freedom of hunger. And there is only one 
prey. Uncle gapes at me, GoPro forgotten. He 
kicks wildly to get back to the kayak. Too late for 
that, boy. It was a mistake to think one of you 
could be anything more than meat. One sweep 
of my tail brings me to the surface, my dorsal fin 
breaking the surface like the emergence of a new 
island. I circle Uncle slowly, letting him see what 
I have become. What I have always been. Mmm, 
ka liu o ka pa‘akai. 

In his fear, he calls out in a small, high voice, 
pleading for protection. 

“Uncle, what happened to you? 

“Uncle, what are you doing? 

“Uncle, why are you doing this?”

Uncle. As if we could be related. I say the ritual 
words. Then I feast.
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You are old, Lady Vilma

Jan Siegel
‘You are old, Lady Vilma,’ the young girl said,

‘Your hair should be greying by now,

And yet it’s becoming increasingly red.

This miracle happens – quite how?’

Said the lady: ‘I’m boiling up virgins tonight – 

Though I hope that you don’t qualify.

Their blood makes a dye, if you mix it up right,

Very simple, and quick to apply.’

‘You are old,’ said the girl, ‘as I might have 
observed.

There should be some lines on your cheek.

Is it botox or filler by which you’re preserved?

Is it clinical, or just Clinique?’

‘In my youth,’ said the dame, ‘the tears that I 
wept

For men who were not worth the fuss

I stewed in a lotion which I’ve always kept – 

The horseshit I add as a plus.’

‘You are old, Lady V – I must tell the truth

For deceit is a thing I despise,

Yet you go home each night with a different 
youth.

Do you think, at your age, that is wise?’

‘As a girl, the young men that I took to my bed

I loved for a month or a year,

But now I can dump them each morning 

instead – 

You really should try it, my dear.’

‘You are old,’ pressed the girl, with the hint of 
frown,

‘Your private parts should be concealed,

Yet your can-can last evening brought the 
house down…

Don’t you think far too much was revealed?’

‘I’ve answered three questions and now I am 
done,’

Said the dame.  ‘I have somewhere to be.

If at half of my age you had half as much fun

You still wouldn’t match half of me!’  
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Author Interview -  C.A. Yates
C.A. Yates is a writer of odd stories. English 
born, she currently lives in the middle of 

Switzerland with her bearded husband and their 
disapproving dog, Miss Maudie, surrounded by 
books, of course. She has written many short 

stories and some poetry for the British Fantasy 
Award winning independent press Fox Spirit 
Books, although her next story will appear in 

the Kristell Ink Anthologies’ Holding on By Our 
Fingertips. She has also narrated for the award 

winning podcasts, Pseudopod and Cast of 
Wonders. You can find her online and on Twitter.

www.chloeyates.com

www.foxspiritbooks.com

http://kristell-ink.com

https://alasdairstuart.com

https://kalaity.com

FH: When did you first realise you wanted 
to be a writer? How long have you been 
writing?

Honestly? I can’t remember a time when I 
didn’t write, which is probably a common story 
for many writers. However, despite that and 
despite being a voracious reader from a young 
age, I never thought about it as being something 
that was for me, that it was something other 
people did. I was never made to feel like it 
was a path I could tread. I was even told by a 
teacher that while I was very good at verbal 
communication, my written was rather lacking. 
So I don’t remember being encouraged by 
anyone, but I still always scribbled. I started 
taking things a lot more seriously after moving 
to Switzerland in 2006, but it took me a long 
time to think of myself as any sort of writer. I’m 

not sure if I really do, but other people tell me 
off when I say that out loud so perhaps. 

FH: How long does it take you to write a 
book?

I haven’t written a whole one yet! I’m guessing 
that it’s the same, relatively speaking, as for a 
poem or short story – how long is that piece of 
string? 

FH: What is the most difficult part of your 
artistic process?

Not being a ballbag about it and thinking 
that I can – or am allowed – to write stories. I 
mean, who do I think I am for heaven’s sake? 
Ridiculous woman, and so forth. Once I get past 
the great big roadblock of self-doubt twattery, 
things tend to go a lot better. 

FH: What was the first thing you wrote? 
What was the first story/book you had 
published?

The very first thing I remember writing and 
showing to an audience was a rehash of Judy 
Blume’s Forever when I was in secondary 
school. My friends and I had all read the book 
and dissected it together, so my homage (let’s 
call it that) went down pretty well. The first 
thing I published was a story called ‘A Kick in 
the Head,’ in Weird Noir edited by Kate Laity 
for Fox Spirit Books. I was so excited, not to 
mention surprised, when it was selected for 
the anthology, and it still tickles me to look at 
the printout of the paypal payment I framed 
and hung next to my desk. Yep, that’s right. I. 
FRAMED. IT. BOOM!

http://www.chloeyates.com/
https://twitter.com/shloobee
http://www.chloeyates.com
http://www.foxspiritbooks.com
http://kristell-ink.com
https://alasdairstuart.com
https://kalaity.com
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FH: Who were your early influences in 
writing? 

We were far from what you’d call rich when 
I was a kid but we always had books, so I read 
widely and obsessively from a young age. Jane 
Eyre was a formative influence and still one of 
the best horror novels out there. I was a huge 
Enid Blyton fan too and collected pretty much 
all of her books from jumble sales and boot fairs. 
Much of her work is pretty out there, almost 
surrealist, and I have a real affection for that 
kind of thinking. 

FH: Have you experienced writer’s block? 

I’ve certainly been paralysed with a lack of 
self-confidence and self-belief but I think that’s 
a different thing. The words and ideas are there, 
it’s just I don’t feel I am good enough or they are 
valuable enough to access. Thinking you’re a bit 
ridiculous for most of your life can be a pain in 
the bum. I’m working on it.

FH: Are you traditionally or self-published? 

So far I’ve been traditionally published, 
although I am looking into self-publishing. 
Being very much aware of my own failings, 
however, I understand and appreciate the value 
of gatekeepers.  I’m not saying self-published 
works aren’t worthwhile, far from it, but 
having gatekeepers in place gives you valuable 
perspective when you’re dealing with work 
you’ve spent hours with and are wholly invested 
in. We often need an outside critical eye and 
guidance. 

FH: Do you get much moral support from 
family and friends?

Some people, even ones you think are friends, 
can be beautifully (unthinkingly) dismissive, 
some brutally, but I can’t waste my time being 
bothered by it. No skin off mine because, despite 
what my brain sometimes tells me, I get plenty 
of support. Without wanting to gush all over 
the shop, Mr Y is tirelessly supportive. He 
witnesses first hand all my ups and downs, all 
of my negativity, but he never seems to think 
I’m anything less than the best version of me. 
Even if that version hasn’t showered in a couple 
of days and is a little pungent as she keens 
over her inability to do any of the things. He’s 
first class. My Mum has finally stopped asking 
when I’m going to get a job, and she and Dad 
buy absolutely everything I’m in. Likewise, 

my dear friend Mairead is relentless when it 
comes to buying books that carry my stories. 
I could not love that woman more. When I’m 
down about my work, it’s often her I think of. 
I’ve also been incredibly lucky to meet some 
extraordinary people without whom I probably 
wouldn’t be published, or still writing, at all. I 
mean, in particular, the other two sides of the 
trimulierate, Adele Wearing and K.A. Laity (find 
her work and read it, thank me later). They 
are my backbone. Another skeletally affirming 
influence is my friend and colleague, Alasdair 
Stuart (again, find his work, read it, you will 
want to thank me). He always has time for me 
and listens to my nonsenses and never stops 
being in my corner. These are the sort of friends 
worth having. I will never be able to repay 
their continued belief in me and their constant 
encouragement. Well, I could do by believing 
what they tell me and keeping on making words 
into stories. So there’s that.

FH: What is your ultimate goal as an 
author? 

To win the Ultimate Writer-Warrior 24 hour 
Dance-a-thon Battle Tournament at FCon and 
become tribute for John Carpenter’s Precinct 
13 (original, not remake). Honestly? I just want 
to write. Would I like to schlep all over the 
bestseller lists and sell my wares in Hollywood? 
Of course! Mama needs a boat! But I’m realistic 
enough to know that’s not terribly likely to 
happen, so I want to tell my stories and have 
someone say ‘yeah, I enjoyed that’ or ‘good lord, 
Yates, what is wrong with you?’ You know the 
sort of thing. A bit naïve perhaps, but so it goes. 

FH: Do you want each of your books to 
stand on their own, or are you trying to build 
a body of work with connections between 
each book?

I’m really not sure, but I seem to have written 
a few short stories that are definitely set in the 
same world even if they’re not exactly connected. 
I’m not a huge fan of book series but, now I’ve 
had to think about it, I must say I enjoy spotting 
connections etc in other people’s work, so why 
not have them in mine? That way if I write 
characters I love and don’t kill them horribly, I 
can come back to them. That sounds all right. 
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FH: What is your ideal book?

One that can make me a cup of tea, plump my 
cushions perfectly, rub my feet, and wake me up 
if I drop off. Obviously. A good book is one that 
hooks me and won’t let me go until I’m done. 
One that makes me positively itch to get back 
to it. They aren’t as rare as you’d think because 
there is some top notch writing going on out 
there. Don’t neglect short story markets, folks. 
There’s a lot of stuff that’ll spin your head right 
round! 

FH: What is your favourite book and who 
is your favourite author? What draws you 
to their work and how have they influenced 
your writing?

Frankenstein by Mary Shelley has been my 
favourite novel since reading it for four or five 
different modules at University and realising 
how much is actually packed in there. Smoke 
and Mirrors by Neil Gaiman is my favourite 
collection, and Down Amongst the Sticks and 
Bones by Seanan Maguire is my favourite 
novella. Both of those hit so many of my buttons 
– the sheer inventiveness, the deft touches 
– I think they’re going to sit in my brain pan 
forever. Books that don’t leave you, they’re 
the real deal. We’d all like to write something 
that marks a reader forever, I think. Leonora 
Carrington, however, is probably my favourite 
writer. Reading her novel The Hearing Trumpet 
taught me to let my mind go and stop it trying 
to leap forward, to allow it to simply read 
and experience. And marvel. Her short story 
“White Rabbits” in the VanderMeers’ The Weird 
anthology is a good place to start. She will bend 
your brain. Trust me. 

The sheer audacity and vision of all these 
writers is what draws me to them, not to 
mention the seemingly effortless storytelling 
each of them is capable of. They all have their 
own distinctive voices, and they make me want 
to write the stories only I can tell, in the way I 
want to tell them. 

FH: If you were to write a book in a genre 
totally out of your comfort zone, what would 
that genre be?

A Murder Mystery. I have no idea how good 
thriller writers think of all the loose ends that 
eventually need tying up and how to tie them! 
They make my brain ache.

FH: Do you have any new releases coming 
up? What, and when? (If not, what was your 
last release?)

My rather grim abusive-cult-cum-dance-party-
at-the-end-of-the-world (it’s a new genre…) story 
‘Go Forth in the Dance of the Merrymakers’ will 
be in Kristell Ink Anthologies’ Holding on by Our 
Fingertips due out on May 31st. It has the best 
last couple of lines I’ve ever written. HOBOF is 
one of three anthologies they’re releasing; the 
other two volumes are Infinite Dysmorphia and 
Terra Nullius. The covers are beautiful and there 
are a lot of cracking writers in each volume, 
certainly in mine, and I’m chuffed to bits to be 
included – in fact I’m sandwiched between Phil 
Sloman and Ren Warom. That there’s some tasty 
bread. 

FH: What advice would you give to any 
aspiring authors out there?

I am an aspiring author! Okay, I’ll give it a go. 
Don’t be a ballbag. Be polite when dealing with 
others in the business and remember it’s not a 
zero sum game. Other writers are your friends – 
they get it – so treat them as such. Pretty much 
everyone feels like an impostor and the reality 
of the business is that the rug could be pulled 
out from under you at any moment, so say fuck 
it and follow the best advice I’ve ever had, which 
is also the simplest – keep writing!  It might not 
be world shaking, but it’s true. You’re always 
learning and the only way out is through. DO. 
IT. 
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Author Interview -  Jan Siegel
Jan Siegel was twenty-four when pulled out 

of the slush pile at Faber for the prestigious 
Introduction series. Faber wanted her to be a 

‘literary’ writer but she was keen to write popular 
fiction and has published in several genres, 

under several different names, with several major 
publishers (eg Hamish Hamilton, Viking Penguin, 

Little Brown, Century Arrow, Harper Collins).  
Her fantasy is often bracketed with Philip Pullmn 
and J. K. Rowling and her SF has been compared 

to Stanislaw Lem. As Jemma Harvey, her 
excursions into romcom (more com than rom) led 
her to be picked by Heat magazine for their Top 
Ten Summer Reads. Her poetry has often been 

incorporated into her novels as part of the world-
building process, or just for the fun of it.

She has also worked as a freelance 
journalist (Independent, Sunday Times, various 

magazines), focusing mainly on travel writing and 
specialising in adventure holidays on horseback. 
More questionable sidelines include reading the 
Tarot and a recent appearance on a reality TV 

show.

FH: When did you first realize you wanted 
to be a writer?  

God knows. I wrote stories as soon as I could 
write (and long before I could spell), and I have a 
dim recollection of inventing fantasy adventures 
in my head before that. Sort of, I write, therefore 
I am. That situation.

FH: How long have you been writing?  

Always. See above!  

FH: How long does it take you to write a 
book?

Varies hugely according to the length of the 
book and whether I have distractions while I’m 
doing it. If undistracted, I can do a novel in 3 to 
6 months. But then there’s research, and think-
time, and all the trimmings. Some books take 
years. And a manuscript is almost always better 
if you take a break and re-think at some stage.  
However, I did a non-fiction collaboration once 
with a journalist friend where I was pulled in at 
the last minute, the book was nearly 170,000 
words and I did total rewrites and sections from 
scratch – in less than two months.  

FH: What is the most difficult part of your 
artistic process?  

The business side. Finding the right agent, 
getting the right publisher. The creative process 
is rarely difficult – just requires application 
and, I suppose, hard work. The thing is, most 
writers, being self-employed, have displacement 
activities (stuff people do to prevent them from 
working, like cooking or cleaning), but for me, 
writing is my displacement activity. I’ll write to 
save myself having to do other things.  

FH: What was the first thing you wrote? 
What was the first story/book that you had 
published?  

The first story I wrote, I think, was when I was 
about 5 – an adventure based on The Wind in 
the Willows, which my Dad had just read to me. 
Only I liked the weasels (they had sex appeal), 
so they were the main characters. My mother 
kept it for years, which is why I remember, but 
it’s lost now. My first published piece was The 
Alchemist, a novella in Faber Introduction 7, a 
series they produced to launch new writers and 
which, in the past, had included people like 
Alan Coren and Tom Stoppard, so it got a lot of 
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critical attention. In Introduction 7 the grownup 
was Kazuo Ishiguro and I was the baby – but 
I got as many raves as he did!  Though I also 
got the two worst reviews… But he followed a 
more predictable career path. Faber wanted 
me to write meaningful fiction about women in 
society.  I wanted to write books that were fun. 
They published my first SF, PZYCHE (as Amanda 
Hemingway, my real name), which won a Most 
Promising First Novel award, but then I moved 
on. 

FH: Who were your early influences in 
writing?  

Well… The Wind in the Willows (Kenneth 
Grahame), as above! I loved so many different 
writers – Tolkien (The Lord of the Rings, read 
when I was 11, was a revelation – fantasy for 
grownups, wow!), Jane Austen, Mervyn Peake, 
Agatha Christie, loads of classics from Eliz 
Gaskell to Camus to Lermontov – but although 
they’ve inspired I don’t know how far they’ve 
influenced me. Influences perhaps came more 
from early childhood: Kipling’s The Jungle Book, 
John Masefield’s The Midnight Folk and The 
Box of Delights, Alan Garner’s The Weirdstone 
of Brisingamen et al. And all the mythology I 
devoured, the poetry, and some TV. The first 
Star Trek, watched when I was a kid, made a 
HUGE impression. That was what started me on 
sci-fi.

FH: What was one of the most surprising 
things you learned while creating your 
books?  

You learn so much. The weirdest thing was 
the gradual discovery that writer’s instinct is 
actually far smarter than regular intelligence. 
In my early books, I wrote relationships and 
stuff which I thought were fiction, only to realize 
much later that these things had their origins 
in fact. Events in my life followed patterns I 
had ‘invented.’ In short, I found intuition is way 
more accurate than intellectual analysis. I can’t 
give examples because this is heavy and very 
personal, but I’ve learnt to trust my intuition 
because of that. 

FH: Have you experienced writer’s block?  

Hmmm. Not really. You get stuck sometimes, 
for whatever reason, but it can always be 
sorted out, usually by discussing the problem 
(whatever it is) with a friend, writer or private 

critic. If a book is a labour, and doesn’t feel 
right, that’s probably because it isn’t right, and 
the best thing you can do is dump it. I spent 
much of early career writing psychological 
dramas/melodramas which didn’t really grab 
me, and most of those should have been binned!  
They all got published, too. I’m much better 
– and much happier – now, doing SFF and 
comedy-drama crime…

FH: Are you Traditionally or Self Published?  

I’m lucky enough to have always been 
‘traditionally’ published, except for one SF 
comedy-drama which a friend did for me via 
Amazon (his suggestion). (I’ve been pulled out of 
the slush pile 3 times, under 3 different names, 
in 3 different genres of fiction – which may be a 
record! First Faber, then Harper Voyager, then 
Century Arrow.) But I know someone who self-
published and although he made a success of 
it, it required heavy investment and a massive 
amount of self-promotion – too much like hard 
work. BUT the market is changing rapidly, 
the traditional publishers often don’t read 
manuscripts, and independent publishers are 
becoming increasingly successful. Also ones like 
Unbound, based (I think?) on crowdfunding. The 
big publishers are often dominated by salesmen 
and accountants, the smaller ones are more 
quality-driven. In the end, that will give them 
the edge. And with modern technology book 
production is far cheaper, which helps. 

FH: Do you get much moral support from 
family and friends?

When my mother was alive I used to read her 
everything, which was great for me but probably 
less so for her, though she never said so. She 
was wonderful – I miss her every day. My Dad 
was proud of me but hardly ever read anything 
I wrote. My niece has read me, I think, pretty 
thoroughly. Most of my friends don’t read my 
stuff – one said she hears my voice over the text 
and finds that too distracting. I don’t pressure 
them to do so though – I don’t want to become 
one of those tiresome writers who are always 
nagging people to read their books! However, 
they are all supportive in other ways – and I 
have pestered people to buy the poetry book as 
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poetry is a bit different and this means a lot to 
me.

FH: What is your ultimate goal as an 
author?  

A bit of immortality, I suppose – at least as 
far as my poetry’s concerned. That’s the work 
I’m most pleased with, and I do feel some of it 
is good enough. In Multiverse I think I got it 
right with Little Worlds (the one I sent to David 
Attenborough – and he WROTE TO THANK ME), 
The Alternative Belle Dame (first published by 
Tolkien artist John Howe on his website cos he 
liked it so much), and Pandora.  Otherwise… I 
want to write a book that satisfies me. I never 
have. I look back on my novels sometimes and 
feel: ‘That part’s ok, some decent writing, but 
overall this book’s not up to much.’ But you 
learn from everything you do. And each book I 
write, I think This is it. This is the one. I feel I’m 
only just hitting my peak now…

FH: Do you want each of your books to 
stand on their own, or are you trying to build 
a body of work with connections between 
each book?  

In fantasy, the books are set in my version 
of modern reality with magical dimensions, 
and characters and themes overlap. Same goes 
for SF, though different reality. I created a 
galactic world in PZYCHE which I’ve developed 
and expanded since, using it as background 
for a serious SF (not yet published) and some 
comedy, like ODD ESSAYS, the one published on 
Amazon. (The title’s a pun – it’s all based on the 
Odyssey.) I’m also doing crime at the mo… but 
that’s another story.  In every sense.

FH: What is your ideal book?

By me or other people? Same elements, 
though – character-driven, strong plot – 
entertaining, funny, dark, serious – deep, 
thought-provoking, laugh-out-loud moments… 
Ending hopeful and satisfying. I want to write 
a book ‘for refreshment of the spirit,’ like the 
forgotten story in CS Lewis’s Voyage of the Dawn 
Treader. One day I’ll get it right! 

FH: What is your favorite book and who is 
your favorite author? 

Too many to list.  Regular re-reads include 
LOTR, Pride and Prejudice, Doctor Thorne, Wives 
and Daughters, Good Omens, Gormenghast, 

The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich (it’s a page 
turner, trust me), The Moonstone, Tinker Tailor 
– Agatha Christie, Terry Pratchett, Rudyard 
Kipling, Asterix, Ursula Le Guin, Georgette 
Heyer (the Regency ones), Laurens Van Der Post, 
Arthur Conan Doyle… In the current market, 
Christopher Fowler’s Bryant and May books, 
Elly Griffiths’ Ruth Galloway, Val McDermid, 
Jilly Cooper (guilty pleasure!), Andrea Camilleri 
(Montalbano), Donna Leon… Yeah, lots of 
crime. Also read recently: Fire and Fury, which 
deserves a mention for being the scariest comic 
novel of all time. Some writers like to illuminate 
characters by what is on their bookshelves, 
but the selection is always limited, with lots 
of heavy literary stuff to define the good guys. 
This is ridiculous. Most of us read a wide range 
of different things. And genre fiction is often 
as good – or better – than so-called ‘modern 
literature,’ where the writer is trying to impress 
the critics more than entertain the readers.       

FH: What draws you to their work and how 
have they influenced your writing?

What draws me to any book is that it should 
engage and entertain. If the writer is trying too 
hard to be trendy, or push a ‘message,’ that is 
a deterrent. Any moral messages should evolve 
naturally from the story and the interplay of 
character. Very few writers can get away with 
being didactic (Dickens, Brecht, Zola, to name 
some of the few). I’m not sure I have many 
direct influences – though with my early fantasy 
novels, PROSPERO’S CHILDREN et al, I suffered 
an attack of Mervyn Peake and overwrote, which 
works for him but not me. I’ve tightened my style 
a lot since. But when I read something truly 
brilliant I think: I’d like to be as good as that.  I 
must try harder. As Rushdie said, fail better.

FH: If you were to write a book in a genre 
totally out of your comfort zone, what would 
that genre be? 

Romance or historical fiction. Having said that, 
in THE DEVIL’S APPRENTICE there is a section 
set in 1665 London – which is historical! – and I 
wrote two romcoms for Century Arrow under the 
name of Jemma Harvey. More com than rom. I 
did it, I think, to prove that I could, and funnily 
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enough they’re two books I’m genuinely happy 
with. (The first, WISHFUL THINKING, featured in 
Heat magazine’s Best Summer Reads, and the 
second, KISSING TOADS, pulled raves in both 
the Indy and the Sun.) The romcoms pushed my 
writing in general further towards comedy – as 
I’ve got older, my world view has definitely gone 
that way. 

FH :Do you have any new releases coming 
up? What, and when? (If not, what was your 
last release?) 

Changing agents, which is always complicated, 
so nothing in the immediate future except a 
short story or two. Last release was THE DEVIL’S 
APPRENTICE (fantasy), and the poetry anthology 
in November of last year, MULTIVERSE.  
Available on Amazon.

FH: What advice would you give to any 
aspiring authors out there? 

Read lots, write lots. That’s how you learn.  
Mind, I’ve taught a couple of creative writing 

classes – don’t know if they helped anyone, 
but we had fun! – and I’d like to try doing 
some more. I want to experiment with different 
ideas, such as getting students to write an 
Agatha-Christie-style story, to teach them how 
to plot. She is the best in the whodunit field, 
which is why she’s still world No.1. She can do 
misdirection and the classic final twist like no 
one else. The twist only works if it’s credible. Too 
often, modern thriller writers twist the plot in 
unnatural directions in order to catch the reader 
off guard. I’d want students to look at why some 
writers are successful: Christie for plot, Rowling 
for world-building, Kipling for sheer timeless 
genius etc.  
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All Things Fall 
Chloë Yates

There is a cottage that sits at the end of the 
world. On one side stands a thick forest that 
stretches for a hundred leagues or more. On the 
other lies a garden, rich with vegetables, and 
a lake with water fresher than any mountain 
spring. Beyond that, there is the end. Sheer cliffs 
slash down into the blackness of Below, bringing 
the world to a halt. The fecundity of the garden 
and the purity of the lake’s waters belie the 
irrevocable nothingness so close at hand. They 
call it an ocean, the sea that rings the world, but 
that is to keep the nightmares at bay.

The white horse grazes quietly beside the lake 
as the lush green woodland behind her darkens 
with the dying of the light. As the day passes 
into night, the horse changes too. Soft white 
hair turns to pale skin, muscled hindquarters 
to long slim legs, the hard hooves to soles used 
to going barefoot. The change is not conditional 
upon the close of the day. It is merely her habit 
to run through the surrounding woodland at 
twilight, stopping to take a long drink from her 
lake before returning to the prison of her human 
form. 

The man waiting in the shadows knows this. 

He has been watching her for days. 

The woman, sky clad with only hair the colour 
of winter snow to cover her, moves gracefully 
through the tall grass. Her keen ears and eyes 
keep a check on her surroundings, but no 
one ever comes to her grove and perhaps she 
has become a little complacent. He watches 
her, his mouth dry, the heat he feels low down 
something he hadn’t felt for a long time before 
he first saw her, before he heard her song. He 
can hear it now; her soft tones drift across 
the water towards him, caressing his ears, his 
heart. He has lived a long time and has travelled 
through many lands, but he has never heard 
anything quite so beautiful. 

Alas, he knows it for what it is. A siren’s song. 

And yet it calls to him. She calls to him. He 
waits.

Her skin itches, it always does. The bath is 
running; it’s not the lake but it will do. Besides, 
what else is there? She wraps the silk robe 
around her, cinching it in at the waist. She is 
impatient to feel the water on her skin, it would 
be heaven to slip into the lake beneath the rays 
of the crisp white moon, but she cannot take the 
chance. Night is lit by fire and fire is her enemy. 

As it so often does, the window that looks 
out onto the lake catches her attention and 
she wanders over to it, sighing at the sight of 
the moon-bathed waters below. A flicker at the 
corner of her vision surprises her and she turns 
towards it, straining to see past the gloom into 
the dark forest beyond. There is nothing there. 
She has had a feeling that something is coming 
for days now. She tries to tell herself that it is 
nothing but the anxiety of this constant waiting, 
but her voice is less sure with every telling. The 
forest has settled back into stillness. She waits 
for a few minutes, senses strained, but there is 
nothing more. 

With a sigh, she takes one last look at the lake 
before turning away from the window. Another 
long night awaits. 

They come in the night. Red-haired foxes 
that glow in the cold fire of the moon. They 
devour the crops and damage the small levee 
that channels the water from the lake into 
the cottage’s supply so that the gardens are 
flooded. Years of work are ruined in a matter 
of moments. The man watches on. There is no 
satisfaction in overseeing such a thing, waste 
is always unappealing, but needs must and he 
needs a way in. He watches his charges frolic in 
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the moonlight, envying them their freedom even 
as he pities their frailty. 

All things fall. 

The morning light is harsh as the breeze whips 
sharply around the side of the building. 

The last building at the end of the world. 

Nyx flinches at the unusual brightness of the 
day as she steps out onto the porch. It is usually 
marred by the endless darkness beyond the 
cliffs; only her skill and what lies at the bottom 
of the lake keep the garden growing. The light at 
the end of the world is not the stuff of summer 
days, but it is far brighter than that which the 
rest of the world has begun to labour under. She 
is sent a bird once every turn of the moon. The 
news is never good and yet receiving it maintains 
her hope. The most recent bird is overdue. It is 
ominous; the sense of impending doom haunting 
her cannot be written off for much longer 
because she knows the truth of it. 

It is coming to an end. 

She takes comfort in the smallholding that 
sustains her. The practicality of everyday work, 
the feel of the earth beneath her hands, and 
the faint sunlight on her back all serve to make 
her appreciate the moment. What will come will 
come. Despite what her mother told her, she has 
never believed that her task will be indefinite; 
she has always known the frailty of the hope 
that she carries. 

All things fall. 

It is only when she steps down onto the path 
in front of the cottage, as her bare feet slip in 
the watery mud that should not be there, that 
she sees what has been done. The garden is a 
mess, her work ruined. Hitching her skirt, she 
slips and slides as she runs to check her crops. 
What isn’t gone is half eaten. The shock of it 
makes her skin tighten against her bones, her 
eyes smart with tears she refuses to shed. What 
could have done this, what could have… her 
ears prick at the sound of what can only be a 
footstep. It cannot be. She has not seen another 
living soul for so long that it must either have 
been her imagination or whatever lives in the 
forest playing tricks on her. 

No. Another step breaks a twig under foot. 

Quick as a flash, Nyx grabs a pole that was 
once in the embrace of runner beans and 
hurries back to the porch, sliding quietly along 
the side of the cottage. It is coming from the 
other side of the building. Someone is going to 
walk around the corner and she will…

Stare.

She will stare – is staring – at him. She can’t 
seem to do anything else.

A man. Broad and tall, stronger than any she 
has ever seen before, with thick black hair that 
hangs wildly down to his shoulder blades and 
eyes that are so bright they glow amber even 
in the glare of the unnaturally harsh morning 
light. Like fire waiting to ignite. He should have 
a beard, is all she can think as he takes a step 
onto the porch towards her. 

Neither says anything. He does not come any 
closer and Nyx doesn’t back away. Something 
about him is… inevitable. 

No.

Finally the alarm she should immediately 
have felt at this intruder rings out sharply in her 
mind, and Nyx whips the pole up, holding it like 
a bat, ready to strike. 

“Who are you?” Her voice sounds strange to 
her ears. She hasn’t spoken, only sung, for the 
longest time. She watches as the man blinks, 
hiding those eyes for a moment, and her alarm 
becomes sharper. ‘I said, who are you? And what 
did you do to my garden?’

“My name is… Sam.” She knows a lie when 
she hears one, but Nyx motions for him to 
continue. “I didn’t do this to your garden; it was 
like this when I got here. I need shelter, I swear 
that’s all.”

“And you thought you’d find it here? Nobody 
comes here, least of all for safe harbour. Keep on 
walking through the trees and you’ll find a hut 
about twenty leagues from here. I don’t know if 
anyone lives there now, but at least it will offer 
you the shelter you seek.”
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“Twenty leagues? That’s so far. Please, I can 
see you need help, that your garden is flooded, 
your crops ruined. I would gladly sleep in your 
shed, if you’d only give me a little water and a 
blanket, in return for helping you.” His voice is 
deep, all velvet and chocolate, designed to tempt 
the weak, to get him what he wants, but she 
is not weak. She has a purpose. She hasn’t so 
much as contemplated letting him inside, letting 
him touch her, wondered about the feel of his 
mouth on her skin… Enough. He must go.

“You’ll have no more mattress than the dirt 
floor in there.” The words come of their own 
volition, surprising her as much as they do him. 
His eyes flare and something inside her answers. 
She turns away before she can run to him. “I’ll 
fetch you some water and that blanket, then I 
will show you where I keep my tools.”

“Thank you.” That voice, it is so familiar to 
her. She can’t place it but it has settled upon 
her with the certainty of something more than 
acquaintance. It is right. 

She must be out of her mind. She knows a 
trap when she sees one, but damned if she can 
send him on his way. This is his destination. 
She feels it. Stepping into the house, she quickly 
pulls the front door closed behind her and locks 
it. She thinks about sliding the bolt across too, 
but is it to keep him out or to keep her in? 

He waits on the porch, determinedly not 
thinking about having her so achingly close to 
him. He has wished for it for too many days, 
dreamed of it during the endless nights, but still 
he had not been ready. It was her scent that 
bewitched him, he tells himself, the scent of 
fresh woman and open pasture, enough to drive 
someone who has lived like a monk for so long 
to distraction. He knows the lie for what it is. 
The soft paleness of her flesh is a sharp contrast 
to his rougher, darker skin. He aches to feel the 
balm of her beneath his callused hands, to have 
his burning fever assuaged by her cool lushness. 
He is going to scare her away if he does not keep 
himself in check. 

They work together in the gardens all day. 
It is back breaking work and yet each of them 
toil as though their lives depend upon it. Nyx 
tries not to stare as Sam removes his shirt; the 
sight of the hard corded muscles of his torso 
glistening with sweat almost enough to bring her 

to her knees. She digs on in a frenzy of purpose, 
determined not to succumb. 

Sam tries not to notice when Nyx splashes 
water on her face to cool down, the resulting 
rivulets trickling down her neck onto her chest, 
dampening her pale blouse, making it see-
through. The baseness of his desire shocks 
him even now and he ploughs on with vigour. 
By the time the light begins to darken, they 
are both exhausted but neither wants to stop. 
What is certain to come next is too much of a 
temptation. They shouldn’t.

“Would you like a bath?” The words are out of 
her mouth before she can stop them. “To clean 
up, I mean. After all, you have worked so hard 
and it’s only fair, it would be nice for you to… ”

“Yes, thank you.” His simple answer cuts 
through her babble and she is grateful. 

She leads him into the cottage and up the 
stairs, the scent of his sweat-slicked body almost 
more than her senses can stand. Opening the 
door to the bathroom for him, she fights the urge 
to throw herself at him, to beg him for whatever 
he wants to give her. Steeling herself, she does 
no such thing. He squeezes past her in the small 
confines of the cottage’s landing and he can 
smell the fresh air on her hair. It makes him 
wonder what her skin tastes like, if it tastes like 
sunshine and rain. His desire for her heats in 
his veins, making his eyes glow brightly in the 
darkening light, his breath comes quicker, his 
chest tighter than he has ever felt it. 

He cannot – will not – fight it any longer. 

Nyx turns from him before she is swept away, 
but he reaches out for her, takes her by the 
wrist and swings her around to face him. Nyx 
gasps, but as Sam pulls her to him and his 
mouth comes down on hers, she welcomes him. 
His hands on her skin are like fire, the heat 
echoing through her veins, licking across her 
skin as his tongue slips between her lips and 
makes her want, makes her take, everything he 
offers.

All things fall.
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Their days pass in isolated bliss. It is as 
though they are the only two lovers in the world. 
Neither one had expected to find the other and 
now they are together it is as though it has 
always been this way. This is meant to be. 

The bird still does not come and, despite 
the happiness that has swollen her heart to 
near bursting, Nyx cannot shake her anxiety. 
If anything it is worse. The world around them 
seems alarmingly bright sometimes, the wind 
sharper, crueller, and yet the salve of his lips 
against hers, the scent of him on her skin, his 
strength bearing down onto her softness all 
serve to make her forget for a while. 

Nyx wakes in the night, wrapped in Sam’s 
arms. She is not sure what has woken her, does 
not want to leave the warmth of their bed and 
his embrace yet she is drawn to the window. 
Slipping out from under his arms, careful not to 
wake him, she crosses the room to look out at 
the lake. That is what has woken her. 

The light. 

It glows from the bottom of the water, a warm 
orange radiance that frightens her. She knows 
perfectly well what it is. Her heart aches, even 
as she knows it could never really have been 
stopped. Tears gather in the corner of her eyes 
and spill down her cheeks, splashing onto the 
windowsill where her hands grip the wood in 
agony. 

“Nyx?” His voice, that deep seductive voice, 
is heavy with sleep and concern. She wants to 
go to him but she holds herself back. This time 
there can be no indulgence. 

“Go back to sleep.”

“Come back to bed. We can… ” The orange 
light is suddenly stronger; it illuminates the 
room now, reminding Nyx of fire. Her enemy. 
She looks over her shoulder at Sam and her 
heart stops. She did not want to see it before 
but now it is so clear she wants to scream at her 
own flagrant stupidity.

His eyes are aflame. 

He is fire. 

Hissing, she backs away from him, edging 
slowly towards the door as though he’s a wild 
animal bent on her destruction. She almost 

laughs at that. That is exactly what he will be 
soon enough. Not taking her eyes from him, she 
edges towards the door. 

“Nyx, please, I’m sorry. I should have told 
you.”

“No.”

“Please, I… ”

“I know!” She shouts the words, her wilful 
blindness angering her too late. Sam tries to 
rise from the bed, but she calls the change upon 
her before he can reach her. The tidal wave of 
transformation rips violently through her body 
in a push that affects every cell, from her heels 
to her head, in an incessant fizz of activity. Sam 
can only watch for the short moments it takes. 
As the white horse pushes back with its muscled 
legs, Nyx’s face disappears in a flourish of long 
shaggy muzzle. Only her eyes remain. He wants 
to beg her to stop this, to plead with her to just 
listen to him, to do all the things it is in his very 
nature not to do. 

“Please Nyx, no… ” But his words are too late. 
Fired by the change, she charges for the window, 
leaping through the glass with no regard for 
sharp edges, landing on the ground below with 
a heavy thud but, keeping her hooves beneath 
her, Nyx thunders on towards the lake. As she 
lets her legs fly, her hair streams out behind her, 
catching the moonlight. He watches her for a 
moment from the broken window, torn between 
what must be and what he desires. He has come 
a long way for what he seeks but now he has 
found it, he finds he wants something else far 
more. 

He wants her. 

He cannot have her.

All things fall.

With a roar of anguish borne of a frustration 
that has existed as long as there have been 
lovers, Sam feels his own change begin. His 
muscles pulse with growth, his bones throb, and 
his head pounds. His body, so large but graceful 
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as a human, swells relentlessly, his cells 
splitting and reforming over and over in a fury 
of expansion. His weight becomes intolerable for 
the small cottage and his legs burst through the 
floor of the bedroom, thrusting down into the 
living room below. He screams in agony as his 
arms smash through the walls of the bedroom, 
as his back tries to push up through his skull, 
the unrelenting growth a torment that burns 
him, stretches him from the inside out, outside 
in. He bursts through the roof and the tiny 
cottage pulses in a final stab of resistance before 
it explodes, sending splinters of wood and brick 
shooting across the grove.

Nyx looks back at the sound and stops. Terror 
grips her at the sight of the giant Sam has 
become. Who he always was.

Surt. 

Ruler of the land of fire. 

He has come for what is his. For what must be 
done.

All things fall.

Defiance rages through her and she ploughs 
on, heading for the lake. 

“Nyx!” The giant’s bellow makes the earth 
tremble. The very roots of the trees shake in 
fear at the sound. Waves form upon the surface 
of the lake, disturbing the peaceful moonshine, 
making it more dangerous to leap into, but leap 
she does, ignoring his demands, ignoring the 
tremors upon the land. There is nothing left to 
lose. She must try. 

As she leaps, Nyx changes again, soft white 
hair and foam flying from her mouth changing 
to pale skin and red lips once more. She arches 
over the water, reaching out as far as she can, 
wanting only to make headway, to evade the 
giant. He could crush her so easily, level the 
area and destroy the lake, but he needs her to 
bring him what lies at its bottom and she will 
fight to protect it. 

The cold rush of the water thrills her as she 
breaks the surface, plunging into its depths with 
a cry of joy. It is a balm to her muddled senses, 
to her righteous fury, and as she swims, her 
body undulating along with the water, caressing 
it, she feels more hope than she has felt for a 
long time. It fuels her, pushes her on, makes 

her faster. The light is the key. It hurts her eyes 
but she heads for it, its pulsing frenzy a beacon. 
The water swirls around her as the giant steps 
closer, washing her further than she wants to 
go, surging up her nose, stopping her breath. 
She has to fight to the surface. She is not a fish; 
her lungs need air. As she breaks through the 
water, she sees the world around her has turned 
to fire. The giant’s anger has been turned loose 
on the woodlands and the land beyond, his 
scorching fury impossible to contain. He stands 
over her lake, staring down into its depths 
desperate to catch sight of her. Of course he 
does. She is the one who must hand him the 
sword. She must give it to him of her own free 
will. 

She will never do it. 

Taking a deep breath, she ducks back under 
the churning waters, kicking hard to go deeper, 
to get to the bottom. She does not know what 
she will do but she knows she must reach it 
first. One of the giant’s hands plunges into 
the water, trawling along the bed of the lake 
to find either her or the sword. He makes the 
water wild, it froths and eddies against her, and 
she has to fight the demented current he has 
created. 

As she gets closer, the sword gets brighter, its 
fiery orange glow all but blinding her. All she 
can see is fire, but she carries on, feeling her 
way towards the prize. She reaches out with her 
hand, willing the sword into its grasp. For long 
moments, her long legs kick harder and harder, 
her oxygen gets lower and lower, panic settles 
in her gut and grows. Despair mocks her but 
desperation stretches her… and finally she feels 
the hilt of the sword against her palm. Quickly, 
she curls her fingers around it, gripping it 
tightly. It is hers. Relief soothes her overworked 
muscles and she allows herself the luxury of 
floating to the surface. 

It may be the last indulgence she ever knows. 

As her body is carried upwards, the water 
tossing her gently in its embrace, her mind 
works frantically. She has no idea what she is 
going to do, what she intends. As she breaks 
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through the water once more, she is disoriented 
but one gasp of air quickly rights her. She looks 
up into the face of the giant. It has the same face 
as the man, Sam. It grips her heart like a vice. 
For a moment, they simply stare at each other. 

The eye of the storm. 

“I’m sorry.” The giant’s rumble is the saddest 
sound Nyx has ever heard. She closes her 
eyes against the tears that threaten. She tells 
herself that this is not the time for her to pity 
her enemy but, when she opens her eyes to 
look at him once more, her throat thickens 
with those unshed tears. It had only been for 
a brief moment in time, a speck in the grand 
scheme they are trapped in, but she loved the 
man that wore that face. She wants to touch 
him again, to feel his rough skin beneath her 
smooth fingertips, his darkness to her light. She 
remembers the way they had laid together, the 
way he had made her understand her human 
form. Frustration and regret almost steal her 
breath away. 

“I love you.” She doesn’t realise she has 
spoken the words aloud until the light in the 
giant’s eye dims and one huge tear gathers in its 
corner. It does not fall, but slides slowly down 
his cheek, petering out as it nears his chin. The 
lid closes slowly over the eye Nyx stares into and 
a great sigh almost blows her out of the water. 
The trees shake and the ground trembles, but 
nothing falls. 

The giant slowly straightens up and takes a 
step back from the lake. Treading water, Nyx 
watches as he begins to contract. The process 
is quicker, but no less painful. She can see the 
strain the change takes on him, the veins in his 
muscular forearms and the side of his strong 
neck popping and convulsing with every beat 
of his surely overtaxed heart. He is Surt, he is 
Jotnar and he is the bringer of All-Fire. His fate 
will be to destroy the land of men and her soul 
aches with the inevitability of it, she must do 
something but… 

The stories her grandmother told her come 
to her in a rush as she faces the giant. Her 
mother’s dictums, to hide the sword, to protect 
it and keep it from the Fire Bringer, the scourge 
of man and gods, ring pointlessly next to the 
other memories she all but cast aside under her 
mother’s tutelage. She sees the truth of them. 
She is the girl at the end of the world, but this 

will not be the end of all things. The world has 
run itself out; it has been brought to the point of 
irrevocable destruction. It must be cleansed, but 
it must also be reborn. What does love matter in 
the face of that? What is love if not that? 

With the sword slung over her shoulder, Nyx 
kicks out for the shore. Despite her tired limbs, 
she swims quickly, reaching land as Surt’s form 
finally reverts back to Sam’s. He is not Sam, 
she reminds herself. He is Surt. He will set fire 
to the land, the realms will battle and the world 
will be destroyed. Yet, that is not the end of the 
stories her grandmother taught her. Two will 
hide within the world tree’s branches. They will 
emerge after the fighting is done and theirs will 
be the charge of repopulating the world. It is a 
cycle. It is not for her to stand in its way. 

She throws the sword at Surt’s feet. She will 
not kneel before him and offer it to him. However 
great the necessity of allowing the world to turn, 
she cannot stomach the thought of the violence 
to come. She is complicit but she will not 
condone it. 

Surt stares at the sword at his feet. Finally, 
his beloved sword. Lost so long ago to thieving 
Nixie hands. Their intentions were good, he 
can see that, has always seen it, but they were 
misguided. It must be done. 

All things fall.
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Look to Africa! - Margrét Helgadóttir

Look to Africa!

Margrét Helgadóttir

A few years ago I got very excited about 
the anthology AfroSF, edited by Zimbabwean 
Ivor Hartmann. The optimism that I sensed 
in many of the stories reminded me of the 
science fiction stories written in the 1940s 
and 1950s, which were great stories that 
debated ethics and society, and at the same 
time remained hopeful. After reading and 
editing several African speculative stories in 
the last few years, my positive impression has 
continued to grow. Many of the stories have 
energy and a vitality that we rarely see in 
western speculative fiction today. And this is 
why I want to use the opportunity to point you 
towards African speculative fiction, because 
what we are now witnessing is a gigantic 
continent awakening, creating its own future, 
and you don’t want to miss that.

This is the opening of a blog post I wrote 
two years ago for the Booksmugglers, (and 
also a basis for this article). In hindsight I see 
that I might have fallen into company with 
the many people who write about African 
speculative fiction nowadays, who express 
surprised delight over the discovery of African 
speculative fiction like it is something new. 

But that is not my agenda. I’m not going 
to tell you that African speculative fiction, 
especially science fiction, is a new thing. As 
critics like Mark Bould (https://markbould.
com/2015/02/05/african-science-fiction-101) 
and many people from the continent will 
confirm, it isn’t. I have a few African friends 
who are quite annoyed with western people—
journalists, authors, reviewers, writers—who 
tell the world this, because ‘it isn’t a new 
thing just because they are finding out about 
its existence only now.’ As Chinelo Onwualu 
observes in Strange Horizons 29.02.2016: 
“Calls for diversity—in characters and 

writers—have pushed fans to seek their stories 
from a wider pool, and that has gotten them 
looking in ‘unusual’ places. But like a lot of 
things out of Africa, just because the West 
wasn’t aware of it, doesn’t mean we weren’t 
doing it.” 

However, what I will tell you, is that there is 
a growing brew of new authors and a buzzing 
cultural activity within these genres in several 
African countries, be it literature, comics, art, 
films or photography, and this is increasingly 
gaining attention in the rest of the world, 
something we should all be happy about.

As media researchers will confirm, people 
from the continent of Africa have seldom held 
a key position in western popular culture, 
be it literature or films, where Africa has 
often been an exotic prop for the story and 
where people from Africa are frequently 
portrayed as stereotypical sidekicks or villains. 
If you put this together with the image of 
Africa constructed through mass media as 
a continent of wars, famine and crime, it 
creates a grim picture where the multitudes of 
cultures and countries disappear in the term 
“African.”

As for literature, from what I can gather, 
conditions for authors have been neglected 
in many African countries over many years, 
with few possibilities for new writers, leading 
to an African literature published outside the 
continent, usually with an “acceptable” flair to 
it—i.e. acceptable to the western world—and 
often in a language many on the continent 
can’t read. And thus African literature 
hasn’t been returned to its origin where it 
can stimulate new writers and creativity on 
the home ground, or allow for a width in 
perspectives and interpretations.

https://markbould.com/2015/02/05/african-science-fiction-101
https://markbould.com/2015/02/05/african-science-fiction-101
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This seems to be changing in several parts 
of Africa now, and it is exciting to witness. 
And the speculative genres are gaining a 
firm place. Authors such as Lauren Beukes 
and Nnedi Okarofor are highly acclaimed 
and awarded authors within the speculative 
genres. Indie publishers, book stores, 
magazines, cons and writing workshops have 
popped up. And even though it seems like 
South Africa and Nigeria are dominating the 
scene, the last decade has also seen a rising 
number of speculative authors from other 
countries as well: Zimbabwe, Uganda and 
Kenya, to name a few. I have a hope that more 
speculative writers from non-English speaking 
countries will receive more attention and 
become translated, and thus allow us get to 
know how they view the world. 

I have edited speculative fiction from 
authors around the world in the last five 
years in the Fox Spirit Books of Monsters book 
series. These authors write stories based on 
local folklore and culture, and I can easily 
see the similarities but also the differences 
between the continents. To me, this is what 
makes the reading experience exciting and 
varied. And Africa isn’t just one culture 
but a countless mass of folklore, legends, 
beliefs, contemporary politics and issues, 
and societies. As Mark Bould writes (https://
markbould.com/2015/02/05/african-science-
fiction-101): «There are vast differences 
between—and within—North and sub-Saharan 
Africa. Across the continent, the influence 
of Arabic, European, Islamic, and Christian 
cultures has played out in myriad ways, 
as have colonialism, postcolonialism, and 
neocolonialism.» Thus, African literature is as 
varied as its cultures. 

Yet, I can see some similarities, an identity 
perhaps for the continent. I edited African 
Monsters together with Jo Thomas for Fox 
Spirit Books in 2015. It has short stories and 
graphic stories written by African authors. 
Their stories are based on African folklore, 
legends and myths. I have no translated 
stories in this book. Compared to the other 
monster books I have edited from other 
continents, many of the stories in African 
Monsters are about place and origin, about 
immigration and going home—maybe a strong 
witness of how much the soil of Africa means 

to these authors. It might be a coincidence but 
it has been interesting to observe compared 
to the other books from other continents. This 
anthology was shortlisted to British Fantasy 
Awards as Best Anthology in 2016, and one 
of its short stories, “Bush Baby” by Chikodili 
Emelumadu, was shortlisted to the prestigious 
Caine prize for African Writing 2017.

For those looking for a great first insight 
into African speculative fiction, short fiction 
is an excellent place to start, giving glimpses 
of writing from a multitude of authors from 
all over the continent. When AfroSF was 
published in 2012 it was said to be the first 
anthology with speculative short fiction 
from Africa. Since then we have seen several 
anthologies of speculative stories by African 
authors. Ivor Hartmann edited AfroSF volume 
two in 2015 and I think the third volume is 
on its way. African Monsters was another 
collection. These anthologies were published 
by small presses, who perhaps can take more 
risks than larger publishing companies. 

But even so, it is increasingly more easy to 
find African speculative fiction today. There 
are several key people who are working hard 
to spread the word. Wole Talabi has for 
instance compiled a list of nearly a thousand 
works, all the way back to the fifties (http://
www.africansfs.com/resources/published). 
Geoff Ryman curates the “100 African Writers 
of SFF” project at Strange Horizons (http://
strangehorizons.com/100-african-writers-
of-sff/)  and was also the man behind “21 
Today” (http://www.themanchesterreview.
co.uk/?cat=343), a special issue of 
the Manchester Review in 2017, containing 21 
stories written by African writers in the last 
decade, and the accompanying project, “21 
Tomorrow,” with links to stories on African 
online magazines.

One of the major events for African 
speculative fiction in recent years was the 
establishing of The African Speculative 
Fiction Society (http://www.africansfs.com) 

https://markbould.com/2015/02/05/african-science-fiction-101
https://markbould.com/2015/02/05/african-science-fiction-101
https://markbould.com/2015/02/05/african-science-fiction-101
http://www.foxspirit.co.uk/books/anthologies/european-monsters
http://www.foxspirit.co.uk/books/anthologies/european-monsters
http://www.africansfs.com/resources/published
http://www.africansfs.com/resources/published
https://boingboing.net/?s=%22geoff%20ryman%22
https://boingboing.net/?s=%22geoff%20ryman%22
http://strangehorizons.com/100-african-writers-of-sff/
http://strangehorizons.com/100-african-writers-of-sff/
http://strangehorizons.com/100-african-writers-of-sff/
http://www.themanchesterreview.co.uk/?cat=343
http://www.themanchesterreview.co.uk/?cat=343
http://www.themanchesterreview.co.uk/?cat=343
http://www.themanchesterreview.co.uk/?cat=343
http://www.themanchesterreview.co.uk/?p=8018
http://www.themanchesterreview.co.uk/?p=8018
http://www.africansfs.com/
http://www.africansfs.com/
http://www.africansfs.com
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in 2017 with the annual Nommo Awards 
for best African speculative novel, novella, 
short story, and graphic novel, with the first 
awards in 2017. I think both the society 
and the awards will be an important tool 
in the coming years to support and inform 
about African speculative fiction. Kudos to 
the people behind, especially Geoff Ryman, 
Mame Bougouma Diene, Wole Talabi, Chinelo 
Onwualu, Ezeiyoke Chukwunonso, Tade 
Thompson, Masimba Musodza, Dilman Dila 
and Nerine Dorman, to name a few.

So, I am very excited to see the rise of the 
attention for African speculative fiction. What 
makes it extra thrilling is that speculative 
genres, especially science fiction, are excellent 
for the artists and authors to picture possible 
futures, to imagine alternative worlds, 
and in this way perhaps contribute to the 
development of the continent and its identity, 
to take the stage instead of being staged. The 
speculative genres allow the authors to play 
and create, to imagine far-fetched futures, to 
debate difficult topics, to think in new and 
fresh ways regardless of the present. They 
can even stimulate business and invention, 
as Sherelle Jacobs wrote in African Business 
20.06.2015: “The emergence of African sci-fi 
inevitably raises questions about whether it 
will predict or shape future innovations. It is 
now received wisdom that Western science 
fiction anticipated or even sparked future 
inventions.”

Ivor W. Hartmann writes in the introduction 
in AfroSF about how difficult the conditions 
are for African writers and especially how 
underdeveloped the genre of science fiction is 
in African literature. He says: “Sci-fi is the only 
genre that enables African writers to envision 
a future from our African perspective. … If you 
can’t see and relay an understandable vision 
of the future, your future will be co-opted 
by someone else’s vision, one that will not 
necessarily have your best interests at heart.”

What I’ve seen so far of African speculative 
fiction is great stuff, though I feel I have only 
just scraped the surface: challenging and 
surprising plots, diverse representation of 
characters, strong voices. These are stories 
where people from the continent of Africa are 
the protagonist, the hero, the main character. 

These stories show us that Africa is not a 
homogeneous country, but a multicultural 
and diverse continent. It shows that Africa 
has much more to offer than wars and famine, 
criminals, corruption and hopelessness, 
even though it bears the scars of slavery and 
colonialism. 

As Nick Wood says in a strong piece on 
WorldSF blog: “So, it seems, the (diverse) giant 
Africa awakes – not just economically – but to 
the possibilities inherent in SF. Africa steadily 
appears to [be] becoming a more ‘Hopeful 
Continent’ – despite ongoing difficulties, 
including neo-colonialism – its eyes opening to 
staking an ownership in its own future, finally 
writing itself there.”

I hope more African writers will be inspired 
to write within these genres, not only because 
the rest of the world will enjoy to see other 
stories and because such writing can be 
useful as a tool for Africans (and rest of 
world) in thinking of alternative futures, but 
it would bring important new perspectives to 
the genres as well. I also challenge anthology 
editors to look for diversity in their books, and 
larger publishing houses to open the doors 
more widely for new African literature that 
blazes fresh new paths into the speculative 
genres as the western world knows them.

http://www.amazon.com/AfroSF-Science-Fiction-African-Writers-ebook/dp/B00AEUH112
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Friendship is Magic - K.A. Laity

Friendship is Magic
 K.A. Laity

What I Learned from Cult TV: Friendship is 
Magic

This is about my My Little Pony epiphany. 
I have sighed my way through a lot of 
bad entertainment consumption with the 
Executive Princess, much of it day-glo and 
glittery. I think the bottom of the barrel 
might be Barbie’s Life in the Dream House 
but it could also apply to the endless package 
openings on YouTube where that woman with 
the grating voice goes into orgasmic raptures 
in that sing-song way over every product she’s 
paid to drool over.

If you do not know her, be grateful.

So I expected no less of MLP, a series that 
first kicked off in the 80s to promote a toy 
line (the horror of that 80s animation! If you 
have seen that travesty, you know of what 
I speak: believe me, anything that Madeline 
Kahn cannot rescue is irredeemable). Sure, 
I had heard of Bronies and other adult 
appropriations but knew nothing of Lauren 
Faust’s relaunched version. Considering the 
unearned fanaticism that makes some folks 
fawn over that saccharine Speilbergian horror, 
Goonies, I don’t pay much attention to a lot of 
fanaticisms. I figured it was another ‘I love it 
because I grew up with it’ phenomenon (I grew 
up with war pictures and Westerns). I really 
didn’t think it would be any different from the 
interminable Strawberry Shortcake episodes.

I certainly never expected to fight off tears 
watching MLP’s Rainbow Rocks. 

Somehow a bunch of things collided in my 
head last summer (2015) when I first got 
immersed in Ponyville. I was also reading 
some Megan Abbott (Fever and then The End 

of Everything) and seeing stories like the 
Slenderman stabbing. It called up a lot of the 
best and worst of girlhood. There’s a darkness 
in it that no one much likes to admit; it can 
be a very claustrophobic world (as every pony 
knows).

Girls lives are circumscribed by society. 
Much as we like to think we are free and 
liberal (all current evidence to the contrary), 
the truth remains that girls’ lives are tightly 
bound. At the far end of the spectrum, 
they’re literally locked away until handed 
over to a husband or some other patriarchal 
organisation; at the more lenient end, they’re 
hemmed in by social constructions that breed 
fear. They’re both disparaged and protected. 
They don’t have a choice. So what happens?

Girls expand to fill the spaces allowed 
them.

It may be very little, it may be a little bit 
more. But it’s almost always less: less than 
they want, less than they need, leaving a 
permanent curvature to their psyches like 
bound feet. In countless ways they are 
encouraged to be girly: ‘you look so pretty!’ 
‘isn’t she adorable?’ ‘just like a little lady.’

‘Girly’ is usually a slur. I know, I’m still 
dealing with that one, being a former tomboy 
now step-monster to a quintessentially girly 
girl. Do you know how much glitter there is 
in this house? Everything seems to sparkle. 
It makes me feel like Lou Grant sometimes, 
because this girl: she’s got spunk and there is 
not enough pink in the world for her. She has 
lots of princess dresses and I don’t know how 
many Elsa dolls. It’s not my thing: she sighs at 
my mostly black clothes. She paints my nails. 
But there’s a part of me that finds rebellion in 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-24939873
http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2015/08/slender-man-stabbing.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/racism-hate-crimes-increase-brexit-eu-referendum-a7113091.html
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/gallery/2015/jun/15/unbound-chinas-last-lotus-feet-in-pictures
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=etyO7T6WGwU
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her insistence on sparkling. Because girly gets 
sneers. What’s more derided in pop culture 
than selfies? Could it be because girls choose 
how they’re represented?

Because girls are never right: if they’re girly, 
they’re denying themselves—if they’re not, it’s 
everyone else (‘Can’t you wear a dress at least 
once in a while?’). I hear parents who say they 
raise their boys and girls the same; I also hear 
them say things to the girls they would never 
say to the boys. I remember too well not being 
allowed to do things my brothers were allowed. 
Seldom said ‘because you’re a girl’ but I knew 
that was why. 

Everything girly is tainted: pop stars, for 
example. Is there anyone more despised than 
the floppy-haired pop stars girls scream for? 
Cultural disdain for them is one of the few 
things seemingly everyone can agree on. Girls 
like those safe, sexless, moronic pop stars, you 
say. No, girls are allowed them. They channel 
all the passion that frightens their parents 
into cute and inoffensive stars. Look at all the 
audiences at Beatle concerts: the tears, the 
ecstatic expressions, the clenched fists and 
contorted bodies. Where else do girls get that? 
Read Abbott’s books: she’s great at showing 
how girls’ desires terrify adults.

One of the keys of girlhood is friendship, but 
that’s problematic, too. Friendship when it’s 
manly is the stuff of Oscars and literary prizes: 
important. For girls it’s rivals and mean girls 
and frenemies, at least in popular culture. 
For girls it’s both safety and danger. When 
Lauren Faust worked on MLP to demonstrate 
Friendship is Magic she delved into one of 
the most rich veins of human existence: the 
compressed world of girls’ power.

Admit it: the MLP world is girly as girly 
can be: Twilight Sparkle, the solitary and 
bookish young royal, gets sent to Ponyville 
to understand the power of friendship. 
She hooks up with Flutter Shy, Pinkie Pie, 
Rainbow Dash, Apple Jack and Rarity to 
discover this strange thing just in time to deal 
with a real crisis—the return of Nightmare 
Moon! Okay, if you’re still with me, this is a 
lot more charming than the names indicate, 
which were chosen by marketers. The dialogue 
of the show is often clever and there’s loads of 

winking references and homages (especially in 
the music—and the music is often really good).

The essence of MLP’s world is the elements 
of harmony: everyone is valued for their 
unique abilities. The 1984/Harrison Bergeron-
esque episode ‘The Cutie Map’ makes this 
point well. The ponies go to the mysterious 
village and discover its chilling appropriation 
of the equality sign in an attempt to make 
everyone in the village the same. Blah blah 
blah libertarian ponies blah: the more 
interesting aspect comes out when our 
heroines start bickering over how to deal with 
the situation. One of the villagers asks them 
with alarm if their friendship is ending. The 
ponies are surprised because they bicker all 
the time: they’re all so different after all. For 
the villagers, however, difference = danger.

The episode hits at the fear wrapped up 
in girls’ friendships: that tension between 
wanting to be safe and trusted versus the 
knowledge that they have power over someone 
and want to test it. Girls have power over so 
little. The nice thing about MLP is that they 
demonstrate all the ways that friendships can 
be stressed by these differences—the anger 
and the frustration—but they also show the 
rewards of bringing those differences together 
to reward their community. Not just each 
other: their community, their town Ponyville 
and all of Equestria. But it’s never easy.

You see, the thing I hadn’t anticipated was 
how dark MLP gets. One of the monsters they 
fight is a creature called Discord. His chief 
evil is turning all the friends against each 
other. Of course they need to come together 
to fight him and he’s vanquished by being 
turned into stone. Like Queen Chrysalis of the 
Changelings or Lord Tirek, antagonists are 
often removed or neutralized. But sometimes 
they’re brought back and rehabilitated. 
The foundational myth of Equestria is that 
Princess Luna is the restored Nightmare 
Moon. Even Discord’s magic turns out to have 
its uses.

http://mlp.wikia.com/wiki/Lauren_Faust
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In the Equestria Girls narratives (where the 
ponies become girls in an alternate world no 
there’s no time to explain, just roll with it) this 
idea of reclaiming those who abuse power is 
key. In the first film Sunset Shimmer tries 
to steal Equestrian magic for her own self-
aggrandizement. The girls stop her selfish 
use of power with their collective cooperation 
which Twilight Sparkle spends most of the 
story building because in this world, all the 
friendships had soured. But that cooperation 
is something they all yearn for—and its 
power. Power for yourself alone is bad. There’s 
nothing wrong with competition (ask Rainbow 
Dash!) but when you think the world revolves 
around you, the girls will stop you.

Even more interesting is the follow-up 
Equestria Girls adventure, my fave Rainbow 
Rocks. I’m a sucker for a battle of the bands. 
The songs are seriously good pop songs. 
Part of the appeal of the story is that Sunset 
Shimmer spends most of the story being cold-
shouldered for her past mistakes, even when 
she tries to help make things better. Twilight 
Sparkle insists on her being part of the gang, 
but the others find it difficult to get over her 
previous bad behaviour. Her outsider status 
allows her to see the clashes that begin to 
crack up their tight relationships, though of 
course no one wants to listen to her. 

As their rivals, the magically powered 
Dazzlings, gain power—all for the glory of 
Adagio Dazzle (‘We Will Be Adored’)—while 
the girls bicker bitterly with each other, 
trapped below the stage. Escaping by luck, 
they almost succeed in the supernatural fight, 
but the Dazzlings are too powerful what with 
their magic amulets (always beware of magic 
amulets!). It’s only when the Equestria Girls 
realise they need to truly welcome Sunset 
Shimmer—not just tolerate her presence—that 
they have the power to stand up to the magical 
assault from the Dazzlings (also thanks to DJ 
Pon-3’s cool mobile DJ station).

It may not sound like much, but it chokes 
me up every time. There’s just something 
about the exile being welcomed at last, the 
outsider invited in. Maybe all the scorned 
hope for understanding. We may only get it in 
fiction, yet it’s powerful.

I’m lucky: I have a secret cabal of powerful, 
creative, magical women in my ‘corner’ 
(literally around the world). It didn’t happen 
over night and there are always some bumps 
along the road. I know how important it is to 
tend that garden (she says mixing metaphors 
like assorted nuts). We need to be there to call 
bullshit on those negative messages women 
all hear just because we’re female. There’s an 
incredible power in testifying, ‘No, it’s not just 
you’—that many of us have been in the same 
situation, and then all the other voices of 
experience avalanche like candy from a piñata 
(yeah, the power of #metoo).

I’m hoping that’s changing. While it’s a bit 
hard to believe as we inhale the last poisonous 
gasp of truly toxic misogyny, I’m hanging on 
for tomorrow. Largely because there’s this 
Executive Princess here. I want to see what 
she’s becoming. I’ve got a feeling it will be 
something amazing. When the generation of 
girls who bellow along with ‘Let It Go!’ come to 
power, we all better hang on to our hats. 

I don’t care / what you’re going to say / let 
the storm rage on: / the cold never bothered me 
anyway. [door slam]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lRaDSq9GBdE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GVeI9M2kJ4c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GVeI9M2kJ4c
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Chapter Twenty-Eight

No more than a few minutes later and the sound of 
shouting came from the corridor outside, several men 
demonstrating a broad range of Bristol’s more colour-
ful turn of phrase. Then cheering. 

Not a minute after that, Sergeant Peck appeared 
in the doorway and was followed by several other 
constables dragging a net behind them and smearing 
the almost dry blood across the doorway and into the 
mortuary. I stepped out of the way, and in doing so, I 
found myself standing next to one of the constables 
from the main station. I noticed he had a most curious 
metal club in his right hand, like a longer heavier trun-
cheon but with what looked like thick bands of copper 
wrapped around the end furthest from the hand grip. 
Cables ran from the bottom to a heavy looking bag the 
man had slung over one shoulder.

He noticed me staring. “Galvi thanic truncheon 
Inspector, got em a few weeks ago.”

“Galvanic?” He nodded yes. “hum, I presume you 
have a sizeable battery of some sort in the bag, carry-
ing a charge to the copper bands. Touch someone and 
the electricity strikes them. What a marvellous age we 
live in.”

The constable just grunted. “Works most o the time 
but it’s ruddy heavy, erm sir.”

“Mr Thorn.” I nodded to the constable and walked 
across to where the professor was standing next to 
one of his benches. Three constables were holding the 
net-wrapped figure down, though it was struggling as 
if trying to escape, or perhaps trying to bite someone 
since it kept snapping its teeth together.

“Remarkable, this man was cold and dead not an 
hour ago and now look, movement, awareness of our 
presence, hostility. I have half of this poor chap’s 
internal organs on the shelf for later testing, and yet he 
is still moving.”

Professor Carlyle leaned over, his shoulder and neck 
no more than inches from the snapping teeth, and he 
stretched his hand out to touch the man through the 
net. “Hum, no pulse, no respiration. Skin is clammy 
and very cool, not quite room temperature but about 
what I would expect for being dead a few hours.” He 
peered into the man’s face. “No pupil response, sig-
nificant damage to the eyes. He clearly sees us, but I 
wonder what it is he sees?”

The man or perhaps body would be a better word, 
struggled against the net and the constables holding 
it down, and his bite was no more than a few inches 
from the professor who started backwards. “Clearly 
aware of me. I wonder how this is done. Electrical 
stimulation perhaps, keeping the muscles active even 
after death. But how is the electrical charge being de-
livered?” His voice was quiet, barely a whisper as he 
peered at the moving dead man before him.

I didn’t think he was asking the question of anyone 
present; he had the appearance of a man completely 
focused on his work and oblivious to everything else.

The sound of boots on tiles came from the doorway, 
and I glanced that way to see four more constables 
enter the room quickly followed by no less than the 
Chief Constable himself, wearing a suit and overcoat 
and puffing a little as if he had hurried here.

“Thorn, don’t wander off. I want a word with you in 
a minute. You men grab that thing and take it down the 
corridor to the hospital furnace. I want it burned to ash 
at once.”
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“What? Now see here McCollum, this is my mortu-
ary. You have no right to come barging in here taking 
one of my bodies. Not until I’m finished with it.” 
Professor Carlyle was walking across the room as he 
spoke, but the found the new constables were already 
pushing aside Peck and the other two and grabbing 
hold of the netting at the same time.

“Stop you men! Leave the body where it is!” Car-
lyle turned his head to address the men holding the 
net then turned back to the chief constable. “You have 
no authority in here Mr McCollum. No authority at 
all. Have your men put my body down. Ouff.” The 
last came as one of the constables holding the net was 
knocked off balance by the man, dead body, whatever 
it was, twisting inside the net, and bumped into the 
professor from behind.

By the time Carlyle had recovered, the four men 
were in the corridor and rapidly walked out of sight, 
only the sound of their boots on the tiled floor re-
mained behind to mark their passing.

Chief Constable McCollum turned toward me and 
gestured me to follow him into the corridor. I paused 
to check the professor was unharmed first. I didn’t 
care for the way McCollum had gestured toward me, 
exactly the way a lord summoned a servant, and I 
was most definitely not in the mood to be treated like 
any man’s lackey. Besides, I was still off duty due to 
injuries received, or perhaps I was retired. I didn’t 
know which, and as I suddenly felt extremely tired, I 
no longer cared.

With the professor fusing about his mortuary and 
complaining about the mess caused by the body in the 
net dragging long streaks of blood across his floor, 
I walked into the corridor. The two constables that 
had been on guard were gone. Only McCollum stood 
there, and as he saw me, he walked away from the 
doorway. Out of earshot of the professor I presumed.

“Took your time getting here Thorn. Never mind. 
Whatever your excuse is, I don’t want to hear it. I 
want you on this one, I want it dealt with quickly, 
and I want it kept quiet. Not a word on this one gets 
out. Not like those bloody rats on the front of London 
newspapers. You and your sergeant. Whatever you 
need, well within reason, but.”

“On what McCollum?”
“I don’t want anything expensive I have to explain 

afterwards so keep the overtime down. I’ll be having a 
personal word with every constable involved. Put the 
fear of me into them. Make sure they know to keep 
their ruddy mouths shut.”

“You want me on what?”
“Eh, on this man, I want you on this.” He leaned 

closer and peered at my face. “And it’s Chief Consta-

ble or Sir. I’m ranking officer of the constabulary of 
this city so ruddy well talk to me like it.”

The professor’s powder had taken the edge off the 
pain, but the ache was still there, and I felt as if I had 
been trying to walk with a mill stone about my neck. 
My back and legs seemed to tremble with exhaustion.

“You want me on this please.”
“What, what’s gotten into you? And call me Sir or 

Chief Constable, damn your eyes man.”
I looked at him for a few seconds, and it was as if 

I had made a decision I had not even been debating. 
I turned away from him and began to limp down the 
corridor toward the mechanical lift. My boots made 
little noise, but the tap of my walking stick was a 
pleasing ring that seemed to echo from the white tiles. 
In fact, I deliberately struck with more force simply to 
make a louder noise, punctuating my steps.

“Come back here, Thorn. Who the hell do you 
think you are? I just gave you an order. GET BACK 
HERE!”

His bellow pushed past me and bought several 
constables popping out of a doorway further down like 
children’s toys on springs. 

 “Stand still Thorn. I gave you an order!” 
“Inspector?” Peck stepped out into the corridor.
I turned to face the Sergeant as he walked toward 

me. Carlyle was in his mortuary doorway while Mc-
Collum stood there, his face turning a beetroot red.

“Sergeant, would you be so kind as to open the lift 
door for me?” He nodded and did just that, sliding the 
metal grill aside after he opened the wooden door.

My right arm was grabbed, and I was pulled round 
so suddenly I almost fell. A gasp forced itself past my 
lips as my knee twisted so quickly that my recent dose 
of opiate did nothing to hold back the pain.

McCollum had crossed the distance between us far 
more quickly than I would have thought possible for 
so heavy set a man, and now he had his hand round 
my elbow, holding me tight and leaving me off bal-
ance since my walking stick was in that hand.

“Release me, McCollum. NOW.” It was my voice, 
at least it sounded like me, but where the cold tones 
came from I could not say. He released me as if I were 
suddenly red hot and burned his fingers.

“I gave you an order Inspector.”
“Am I? Am I an Inspector, or am I retired? No 

longer fit for duty on account of my injury. Which is it 
McCollum? Because as I stand here right this minute, 
my choice is the latter.”

“You can’t quit. Who do you think you are?”
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His tone was angry, but there was more, an under-
current of arrogance, the lord addressing the underling. 
He truly thought I was afraid of him. Beside me the 
mechanical lift rattled and clattered, waiting to take 
me upstairs. I looked at Chief Constable McCollum, 
and I tried to put my complete and utter contempt for 
the man into my face as I turned carefully and took 
three slow steps into the metal box that was the lift.

Sergeant Peck slipped in beside me and pulled the 
metal grill shut then tugged at the lever to activate the 
gears that would carry the lift up to the ground floor. 
The last I saw of McCollum was his bright red face as 
he spluttered in my general direction.

“Retired then sir. Shame, the lads will miss ya.”
“Please send them my regards Sergeant. They are a 

fine group, and I would happily work with them again, 
but I think my days as an inspector are over. Not with 
this knee.”

Neither of us mentioned the Chief Constable; nei-
ther of us needed to.

#
On the ground floor the Sergeant went ahead of 

me so that by the time I reached to door and stepped 
out into the cool night air, a carriage was waiting for 
me. I thanked him and gave the driver directions then 
carefully clambered into the back. My knee was a ball 
of fire since that fool McCollum had yanked me about 
like a puppet.

Once seated, I used my walking stick to knock on 
the cabin roof, and the driver cracked his reins to 
move us out onto the road. My day had hardly been 
busy, but I collapsed back onto the leather seat, ex-
hausted beyond any reason. Such was my state of 
mind that we were halfway to my house when I sud-
denly remembered. Elizabeth! She was waiting at my 
parent’s house. I swore under my breath and called up 
to the driver to change his course and take me to a new 
destination. I didn’t hear his reply, but he slowed then 
turned us around and back across town.

I may have dozed off, the steady rocking of the 
carriage and my physical state no doubt to blame, 
but I was startled awake as the carriage rocked on its 
springs and the driver called down. “Ere ya go sir!”

I opened the door and carefully climbed down then 
reached into my pocket for some coins, but as I turned 
to pay the driver, I found Mr Winpole standing there 
and the driver was holding one hand tight around sev-
eral coins while the other flicked the reins across the 
horses back. The carriage clattered across the cobbles, 
and its oil lamps quickly vanished from sight.

Mr Winpole was still in his butler’s uniform though 
it was by now past midnight, and I felt a flash of guilt 
as I realised he had been waiting for me when he 

should have been off duty with his wife. I limped to 
the door and into the house, the hall lit by gas lights 
that were turned low to cast a gentle glow rather than 
the more normal light.

The door shut behind me, a good solid sound, 
reassuring, a promise of safety that came from being 
behind an inch of strong English oak, though I knew 
full well how little it would count against some of the 
things I had seen.

“Thank you, Mr Winpole. I can manage from here. 
Get yourself to your wife.”

“As you wish sir, but if there’s anything you need 
before I go.”

“No, thank you. Good night.”
“Good night, sir.”
“Arthur?”
The voice came from the reading room, also known 

as my father’s personal room. My mother tended to 
prefer the more intimate sun lounge and drawing room 
at the back of the house. It had large windows and 
caught the daytime sun better, so my father had taken 
over the front room and filled it with his books.

The door was ajar, so I pushed it open and walked 
inside, my shoes barely a whisper of the thick carpets 
within. Elisabeth was sitting in one of the high-backed 
chairs, a lamp on the table beside her and a book open 
across the blanket covering her legs.

“Arthur, what happened? Your friend, is he, is he 
dead?”

“No, no, he was a little hurt, but he’s fine.”
She closed the book and put it on the table beside 

her. It was one of my father’s military books, the 
Empire’s military campaigns in India. She stood up 
and caught the green blanket then dropped it onto the 
chair as she walked a few steps to reach me, her dress 
swirling about her in an oddly beguiling way. She 
stopped close enough to me that I caught the faintest 
touch of her perfume and looked at my face. I must 
have looked terrible because there was clear concern 
on her face.

“To bed with you Arthur, you look terrible.” Which 
answered that question. She stepped beside me and 
tucked her right arm through my left though with a 
good grip on my forearm to support me. Between the 
two of us, we made it upstairs, and she helped me to 
my room which had been prepared for my arrival. The 
bed was turned down, and an oil lamp was lit on the 
bedside table. She helped me into the bedroom and sat 
me in one of the chairs there then fussed around for a 
minute before I interrupted her.

“I shall be fine Elizabeth. I’m sure I can manage to 
get myself to bed.” There was more than a touch of 
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humour in my voice. She was clucking around me like 
a concerned mother hen.

“Oh, OH!” She suddenly realised the reason I 
wasn’t getting ready for bed was the presence in my 
bedroom of a lady who was not my wife and most 
definitely was not my mother. She hurried to the door 
and out into the corridor, but before she pulled the 
door shut behind her, she turned her head a little. “You 
can tell me all about it in the morning.”

The door closed with a click, and I sagged against 
the chair back. Another problem to wrestle with. I 
couldn’t possible tell her what had happened, but she 
would ask, and after two months, I knew full well her 
strong will and inquiring mind.

A problem for the morning though as I barely man-
aged to remove my shoes and jacket before I collapsed 
onto the goose down and fell into a deep sleep.

Chapter Twenty-Nine

A voice, floating all around me, chanting some 
strange language. The words long and fluid, almost 
singsong, chanting the same thing again and again. 
Mist everywhere around me. I stood on mist deep 
enough to hide my feet. Everywhere I looked was mist. 
Lights drifted past, no more than glows within the 
white that was everywhere. 

The voice was chanting, calling. Somehow, I knew 
it was calling out, an order to come to it, to more 
toward it. I could feel it tugging at me. My legs would 
not move, but I was leaning toward the voice before 
I knew it. The strange chant that went on and on, 
the words changing slightly as I listened. Were they 
making sense? It was almost as if they were becoming 
English.

Something tugged at my trouser; something was 
pulling at my leg. I could feel it gripping me. 

A hand, there was a hand come up out of the mist. 
Its fingers around my lower leg. Another hand, its 
fingers spreading as it rose and reaching toward me. 
Something knocking loudly. 

The chanting was now much clearer, an order, 
come here, come to me, obey me. More hands rising 
everywhere, reaching toward me, grabbing at my leg, 
knocking on wood.

I could not move; my legs were as stone. More 
hands in the mist, dark shapes behind them, the voice 
calling to me, knocking on wood, knocking on a wood-
en door.

#
I sat bolt upright then gasped as a ball of pain ex-

ploded in my knee.

“Are you alright, sir?” The sound was muffled, from 
the corridor.

The voice was Mr Winpole; it must have been him 
knocking on my bedroom door. Confused, I looked 
around. The curtains were half open, and bright sun-
light was spread across the room like a silvery gleam 
across the carpet. Was that my dream, was that the 
mist? But what about the hands, or the voice?

“Mr Thorn, are you alright sir? I heard you cry out.”
“Yes, yes, I am fine. I twisted my knee as I moved, 

that was all.”
“Right you are, sir. Mrs Winpole is serving breakfast 

in the dining room.”
My stomach rumbled at the thought of one of her 

marvellous breakfasts, and I threw back the green 
blanket and slid my legs carefully over the side of the 
mattress and to the floor.

Blanket! I didn’t remember a blanket on the bed 
when I came in. Was I in such a state that I missed 
seeing it?

I was still dressed in my trousers and shirt from last 
night. The trousers would need a good iron. The shirt, 
perhaps the creases could be removed, though I doubt-
ed it; dress shirts are not made to be slept in. Still, 
I had several changes of clothing here and limped 
across to the wardrobe and the chair waiting there for 
me to sit while dressing. With some wriggling, the 
trousers came off, and I realised I had slept all night 
in the brace as well. I unbuckled it, pulled it off, then 
rubbed the muscles above and below my knee to 
restore some circulation and remove the marks left by 
the tight leather straps.

A few minutes to wash myself somewhat and with 
my face and hands clean of the oil of sleep and with 
fresh clothing and slippers on my feet, I felt able to 
venture down for breakfast, my smoking jacket ac-
ceptable wear for breakfast with a lady given we were 
dining in my family’s house. Though to judge by the 
way the sunlight fell across my room, it was far closer 
to lunch than breakfast. 

Mrs Winpole had obviously been told about my 
appearance last night as she had excelled herself this 
morning. Porridge, kippers, eggs, bacon, ham, po-
tatoes, some greens, coffee and tea along with fresh 
orange juice. The woman was a marvel, a true wonder.

Porridge with a dash of honey, smoked Scottish kip-
pers, bacon and ham with potatoes boiled in herb,s and 
some steamed greens along with orange juice, then a 
cup of good Indian tea to settle me down afterwards. 
The only thing I didn’t touch was the stewed prunes.

Elizabeth had eaten before I arrived, so she sat and 
watched me eat while sipping her coffee, I honestly 
have no idea where she developed the habit of drink-
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ing the stuff, but she did. It was the only thing about 
her that was in the slightest unladylike, and I did twit 
her about it on occasion.

Finally, I stood and carefully walked to the more 
comfortable chairs in the adjacent drawing room 
where Elizabeth was waiting. One of the maids had 
been serving, and she bought the teapot and coffee pot 
into the room under cosies and set them on the side-
board.  
“Will there be anything else, sir and maam?” 

“No, that will be all. Thank you, Maud.” I glanced 
at Elizabeth then toward the maid who had already 
turned to leave the room. Well Elizabeth was living 
here, so I suppose the servants were used to taking her 
orders. Not that I minded.

“So, Arthur, what happened last night to account for 
your distressing condition? You had the look of a man 
fresh from a battlefield.”

Damn, I had forgotten about that. What to say? How 
could I explain? Would she believe a break in? Per-
haps thieves after the medical supplies. What about 
McCullen? What should I say about my retiring? Of 
course.

“Hardly a battle my dear, some gutter scum robbing 
the hospital in the night. But, I had a stressful conver-
sation with the Chief Constable. We exchanged words, 
and he helped me to make up my mind on certain 
things. I have retired from the constabulary. You see 
before you nothing more than a private citizen.”

She looked thoughtful for a second then a smile 
flowed across her lips like the glory of a sunrise; she 
looked so happy.

“Oh my love, that is wonderful news. No more 
dangers. No more chasing criminals or dealing with 
murders.” She shuffled on the chair, sitting upright and 
moving forward until she was perched on the edge of 
the seat so she could lean toward me.

“You have resigned, truly resigned? Not on leave for 
a while, not due to your injury? Truly retired?”

Her question confused me; I had said I was retired, 
hadn’t I? What did she mean by truly? Did she have 
some doubt? I opened my mouth to reassure her that I 
was indeed retired, when there came a knocking on the 
door and Mr Winpole’s voice.

“My apologies, sir, but there are some gentlemen 
here to see you. I did mention you were at breakfast 
with Miss Fitz’warren, but they insist it’s most ur-
gent.”

I turned in my chair to look at him as he stood in the 
open doorway between the dining room and this one. 
“Put them in the drawing room and tell them I shall be 
with them presently.” 

“Very good, sir.” He turned to carry out my orders, 
and I took the opportunity to finish the last swallow 
of my warm tea. Standing carefully, I put the cup on 
the side table and swept my hands down the length of 
my smoking jacket to deal with a few creases. Hardly 
proper, but to the hells with it. I was tired, injured, and 
they were interrupting my breakfast with Elizabeth. If 
they had any argument about my being less than prop-
erly dressed in my family home, they could dammed 
well come back later.

Oddly, I was a little angry with the intrusion though 
it seemed perfectly natural at the time, and I missed 
the look of concern that sped like a butterfly across 
Elizabeth’s face for a fleeting second.

The drawing room was somewhat crowded by the 
time I arrived. My walking stick was still in my room 
as I hadn’t planned on walking any distance, and my 
knee brace was with it. Worse, I had come straight 
down to breakfast without taking any of the opiate so 
even this brief stroll left me in some pain.

Sergeant Peck was standing just inside the door. 
Chief Constable McCollum was standing by the 
window, legs widespread and his arms gripping the 
windowsill with white knuckles. Two more men were 
seated in the reading chairs, one I did not know, the 
other no less a person than the Mayor’s private secre-
tary.

“Gentlemen.”
“Inspector Thorn, thank you for meting us.” The 

mayor’s secretary, Mr Martins, rose and extended his 
hand which I readily took. Not a man I met often, but 
he seemed a decent sort for all that.

“Just Mr Thorn. I am no longer with the constabu-
lary.”

“Ah, yes, about that. The mayor received the news 
last night and was, how shall I put this, a little upset. 
Mr Simms here sent a messenger to wake the mayor 
and let him know what you had said. Oh, my apolo-
gies. This is Mr Reginald Simms, head of the Bristol 
Merchants Association.” 

The man heaved himself to his feet and took a step 
toward me. His hand was broad and matched the 
rest of him, but his grip was strong, and he had the 
rough palm and fingers of a man used to heavy work. 
“Pleased to meet you, Mr Simms.”

“Aye, heard a lot of good things about you Inspec-
tor. Many good things, for the city and for us mer-
chants. Seems to me you saved the city a time or two.”

A rumble came from the direction of the window, 
but I didn’t look. Instead, I nodded my head in the 
direction of Sergeant Peck. “I have had a lot of brave 
men helping me Mr Simms. Some of whom didn’t 
come back.”
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“Aye, well dammed shame and all, but that’s the 
price sometimes. Now about this mess, bad for busi-
ness, bad for the city. Needs sorting out. Word has it 
you’re the man.”

“I’m not a member of the constabulary, Mr Simms. 
I can barely walk across my family home, never mind 
go hunting for a threat that is being kept secret from 
me.”

Both Simms and Martin glanced toward the window 
where another deeper rumble came from. I gestured 
toward the reading chairs and carefully walked to the 
leather captain’s chair by the writing desk then low-
ered myself slowly into its embrace. Both men waited 
until I was seated then returned to the depths of the 
high-backed armchairs.

“Inspector Thorn, Mr Thorn. The city is facing a 
threat. Something far worse than the monster you 
dealt with mere months ago. Yes, I saw that demon-
ic creature before it was spirited away by those men 
from London. That creature killed no more than half a 
dozen people and was actually seen only by you and 
the good Sergeant. Yet rumours nearly shut down the 
docks and caused panic. Had it gone on much longer, 
it would have begun to impact trade across the whole 
city, not to mention causing riots as people tried to 
flee.”

“No doubt about it, we was losing thousands of 
pounds a day. All the shipping lines was having trou-
bles. Another week and we would’ve been moving 
out. Can’t do business somewhere with a ruddy mon-
ster killing people.”

“Yes Mr Simms. Anyway, as of yet news of this new 
threat hasn’t reached the streets, but it will and given 
its nature, I rather think it will cause a far greater pan-
ic. Wild tales of a monster are one thing. Having the 
dead walking down the streets of our city are another 
altogether.”

“I’m sorry, but I know nothing about this other than 
what I saw last night at the mortuary. Exactly how 
many of these walking dead has there been, and what 
do you expect me to do with the situation?”

The mayor’s secretary answered. “Four.” 
Sergeant Peck interrupted. “Five, countin last 

night’s one sir. I been askin around.”
Anger flashed back, and I felt as if my face were 

burning. “Five, FIVE! There were constables all over 
the hospital last night. A body was bought into the 
mortuary to be examined, and then got up and attacked 
my friend, Professor Carlyle. This has happened five 
times, and I am summoned from the theatre to deal 
with a problem you cannot even be bothered to tell me 
about!” By the time I finished, I was breathing faster 
and my voice had risen in pitch. The buzz of my anger 

was sufficient to make me forget the ache from my 
knee.

“Ah yes. The Mayor wasn’t aware of, shall we say 
certain aspects of this matter until Mr Simms’s mes-
sage arrived in the early hours of this morning. But, 
he has expressed his determination to have this matter 
resolved as quickly as possible. His lordship wants 
you to take full charge of this investigation, at once.” 
His voice was placating, the look on his face that of a 
man wishing he wasn’t sitting in such a high sided and 
backed chair.

“Gentlemen.” I paused and let my voice drop to 
something less like a snarl. “Gentlemen, I am hon-
oured by the mayor’s high regard for me, but I am no 
longer a police inspector. I have no authority and no 
resources for such an investigation, and as much as 
I wish this fine city to be protected, I will not walk 
blindly into danger to save it. You wish my help, and 
yet I have been kept in the dark as to what is happen-
ing. It speaks of a lack of trust in me. It questions not 
just my competence but my HONOUR.” By this point, 
I was looking at McCollum’s back as he continued to 
stare into the front garden, his shoulders bulging under 
his jacket.

“Mr Thorn, the mayor understands the situation, but 
he is most insistent. Your resignation is refused. You 
must take this case.”

“Now see here, did not Mr Wilberforce bring free-
dom to Britain’s slaves? Did the Americas not recent-
ly finish their war between the states upon that very 
matter? You cannot compel me to do your unpleasant 
tasks simply by demanding it of me. I owe you no oath 
of loyalty, and I have been treated like a servant long 
enough. ENOUGH I SAY!”

Before me, Martins and Simms were staring, McCo-
llum was rumbling like a steam engine, and Sergeant 
Peck had taken a step towards me then shuffled back 
to the doorway as if he had second thoughts about 
what he was doing.

Martins lifted a hand toward me, waving it gentle as 
if trying to calm me and for a second the sight of his 
pale fingers reaching toward me reminded me of the 
dreams that had filled my sleep last night. The cold 
chill that washed through my body at that thought 
seemed to drown my anger.

“Mr Thorn, the Mayor has declared he wants you on 
this case and not just on this one. Your presence in the 
city helps to reassure a great many people. I doubt you 
realise how important your name is when it comes to 
the city of Bristol. The common folk in the streets, the 
sailors at the docks, merchants and traders, all know 
one thing that is beyond doubt. If there is a strange 
or terrible threat to the city, Inspector Thorn will deal 
with it.
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Over the last five years, you have dealt with a num-
ber of cases, any one of which could have destroyed 
this city’s reputation and reduced us to some failed 
and faded port city where merchants feared to visit. As 
much as efforts were made to keep those matters quiet, 
people talk, and they talk about Inspector Thorn.”

I started to speak. The man was babbling. He was 
talking as if I were some sort of hero or saviour of the 
city. Ridiculous!

“Please sir, hear me out. The Mayor refused to 
accept your resignation, but he understands the dif-
ficulties and wishes to propose a compromise. You 
are to remain an Inspector of the Bristol constabulary 
but attached to no police station or district. Instead 
you will report directly to the mayor if such becomes 
necessary. You will be outside of the line of command 
in all other ways but will retain not only your full 
authority as an Inspector but will have the authority of 
the mayor behind you as well.” The mayor’s secretary 
was looking at McCollum’s back as he spoke, and the 
chief constable’s shoulders must have been twisted 
like ships cables to judge by the creases in his jacket.

“There will be no interference in your investiga-
tions, and you will be given every scrap of information 
the city has on any matter you are dealing with. There 
will be no interference. Any man under your authority 
will be under your exclusive command until such time 
as you declare the investigation concluded.” Mr Mar-
tin was back to watching me and noticed my glance 
toward the doorway.

“Your Sergeant will be assigned to you and you 
alone. He will also retain his authority, and the Mayor 
gives his personal guarantee that there will be no in-
terference in your cases by anyone other than himself. 
Though in return, he requires that you do not interfere 
in other cases that do not fall within your specific 
expertise.”

“We’ll make sure you’re looked after as well, a 
decent wage for services rendered.”

“I am not without funds Mr Simms, I spend my 
Inspectors salary on whatever I need for my cases.”

“Aye, I can see that, fine house here and yours 
across town. But I’m talking a proper income for a 
gentleman of your talents. We had to push the mayor 
somewhat, but the Merchants Association is putting 
forward the bulk of the money. Twelve thousand 
pounds a year suit you, Inspector?”

My family are certainly comfortable, and my own 
costs were hardly excessive, but still, a generous 
income for doing a job that, were I pressed to admit 
the truth, I did enjoy. Something of my thinking must 
have showed on my face since Simms suddenly smiled 
and heaved himself upright. He took a step toward me 
and thrust out his hand to shake mine. 

“That’s sorted then. Pleased to meet you at last, In-
spector Thorn. I’ll leave you to sort this little problem 
out.” He turned to the mayor’s secretary who was still 
seated. “I’ll be expecting ta hear from you with good 
news soon then.”

He then walked to the door and out into the corridor 
to be met by my father’s butler who escorted him the 
few steps to the front door. Mr Martin also stood and 
stepped toward me with his hand outstretched. “I’m 
glad that’s settled, Inspector. Your Sergeant knows 
where your new office is, and everything we have on 
the case is waiting for you there. Glad to have you on 
this one, Inspector. The city needs you.”

With that, he released my hand and turned to the 
door. McCollum stomped across the room to join him. 
At least he tried to, the carpets in this room were far 
too thick to allow even so heavy set a man as the chief 
constable to stamp his feet. Both men walked out to be 
met by Mr Winpole who escorted them out as well.

Sergeant Peck stood waiting. Was that the slightest 
hint of a smile on his face? “Welcome back, Inspec-
tor.”

“It hardly seems as if I had left, sergeant.” Yes, the 
slightest of smiles, he couldn’t hide it from me. Well 
well, back to being an Inspector only hours after I 
thought I had resigned. I had no idea how word of 
my conversation with McCollum had spread so fast, 
nor did I understand how people powerful enough to 
wake the mayor in the early hours had learned of it 
and cared enough to drag the mayor from his bed to 
resolve the situation.

It seems I was doing something properly as far as 
the city was concerned.

“Sergeant, could you arrange a carriage while I get 
dressed.” 

“Right you are, sir.”
The sergeant left me alone with my thoughts. Five 

dead men who had started walking again, five! This 
case had the makings of yet another of the dark and 
most secretive things I had dealt with over the years. I 
would need my knee brace, two spoons of the opiate, 
and perhaps a small supply to go with me today in 
that little silver snuff box, boots rather than shoes, my 
walking stick and revolver, not the police issue one, 
my own personal monster slayer. That should cover 
my immediate problems. Then another thought struck 
me.

Oh lord, what was I going to tell Elizabeth.
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Green Sleeves
Maria Herring

Shivers shake her. 

Before, she was warm. Inside. Now she is 
outside. Painful lights flicker across her eyelids. 
Before, it was black. Now it is blue, white, green. 
Flashing. She does not understand the sudden 
change, the sudden difference. She cries. Painful 
wails scratching her chest and throat. Her 
mouth is shuddering. Her limbs jerk away from 
her, away into space, away into cold. Before, she 
was curled up tight, a ball of warm. Not now. 
She wants to bring them back, but she cannot 
control them. Her curled fists touch something. 
Her head lolls. She tries to see what her fist 
touches, but her head is heavy. She glimpses 
something green: an arm? Hands? Are they here 
for warm?

*

“Great-great-great-great grand-daddy,” says 
the hyper-attractive young boy. “How come 
you’re as handsome as my actual daddy?”

Deep and musical, the young old man laughs. 
The two of them walk, hand holding hand, next 
to a bubbling blue stream, bare feet caressed 
by vibrant grass as they saunter past a flock of 
pinkly brown Mauritius sheldgeese splashing 
along the banks. Behind them laze, grazing and 
nonchalant, a herd of chestnut aurochs, curved 
horns glinting in perfect sunshine. 

“I’m as handsome as your daddy,” says the 
young old man, “because I’ve got advantAGE™.”

He turns to the camera, his face filling up 
the screen, his teeth as big and white as the 
polymer chairs in the Bakery, and winks out at 
Tymothree. 

Violin music swells. “He’s always had the 
advantAGE™!” comes the tagline.

The ad fades, is replaced by a SafarIce Inc 
ad. Snow-suited mega-game hunters chase 
woolly rhinos, Irish elk and cave bears across 
Tymothree’s wall to comical music. He turns 

away from the screen in annoyance. The 
constant advantAGE™ ads remind him of the 
instalments he’s still to pay on his dose; the 
others reinforce his inability to afford all other 
luxury services. He taps his thumb and index 
digi-tips together, the sub-cutaneous LED 
readout glows at his wrist: 38y-10m-1d. He’s got 
just about enough time to pay off this fifty-year 
dose of advantAGE™, but it won’t leave much 
time to enjoy the rest of his extended life. He’ll 
want another dose in thirty-eight years, but he’ll 
have to keep working in order to pay that one 
off. No pastoral strolls beside a stream with his 
great-grandson for Tymothree. He’s never out of 
this tech-damned Bakery!

He puts on his white jacket and cap, his anti-
bac mask and game face: no more idle thoughts; 
targets to meet. He crosses to the sink and 
scrubs his hands. 

“Oven status,” says Tymothree.

“Oven 2 at 39% completion,” says the 
computer’s ultra-macho voice. “Oven 3 at 72% 
completion. Oven 4 at 98% completion. Oven 5 
terminated due to malformation.”

“Tech dammit!” He slams a fist against the 
sink. He can’t afford any more tech-ups! He’s 
waited months for an oven full of unharvested 
buns, good for nothing now but x-feed. Sub-
par x-feed, at that. He doesn’t want to calculate 
how much he’s just lost. And they’ve all been 
terminated so he can’t even use any as test 
subjects for his private project.

“Is the chute working at least?” he says.

“Chute is now fully operational.”

Finally. Three weeks he’s had to manually 
dispose of the harvested buns because of some 
minor tech-up; it took that long just to find 
someman affordable to fix it. Three unpleasant 
weeks. The harvested buns were still warm, 
some of them still wriggling and wailing weakly. 
He’d never touched or heard one out of its 
glovebox. Disconcertingly like his sons when 
they were first delivered to him.

“Commence disposal then,” he says, moving 
aside when the waste-disposal unit purrs 
into motion. He looks down at the day’s first 
glovebox, squirming bun waiting to be harvested. 
He’ll never make his next advantAGE™ 
instalment now.
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Because his youngest son didn’t earn 
Tymothree as much as he thought he would. 
The prettiest of all his nine boys, Tymothree sold 
him into the eunuch trade. Granted, he’ll get a 
royalty every time the boy’s used, but the initial 
payment was poor, barely enough to pay the last 
advantAGE™ instalment. His eldest son’s about 
to embark on a career with him in the Bakery; 
no extra money there. 

“De-extinction is where the money’s at, son,” 
Tymothree told him. 

“But it’s tradition, dad. All the oldest boys 
from our line join their dads in the Bakery. 
Great-great grand-daddy invented the Oven.” 
He always grins when he uses the archaically 
demotic terms. “I’m proud of our heritage.”

“Pride,” scoffs Tymothree now, rubbing anti-
bac gel between his fingers. “Pride doesn’t pay. 
Who can afford pride these days?”

Those de-extincters, that’s who. He wishes 
he hadn’t been so proud when he was 
younger. He’d have a mansion constructed 
from mammoth ivory too if he’d only listened 
to his friends instead of his dad. Elten, his 
best friend from university, made an absolute 
fortune because he turned the grounds of his 
de-extinction lab into a mega-game hunting 
paradise. Of course, every de-extincter’s doing 
that now, but they have to pay one hell of a 
royalty fee to Elten. Arrogant son of a prick 
doesn’t even speak to him now. And he only has 
two sons: one to carry on the business, the other 
sold as a eunuch—before the market crashed, 
naturally. Used to be that numerous sons were 
a sign of a man’s wealth, that’s why Tymothree’s 
got nine. Like his dad and grand-daddy before 
him. Now, thanks to advantAGE™, a man 
needn’t have so many sons because he lives as 
long as wants. As long as he can afford to pay 
for another dose of advantAGE™ in fifty years. 
Of course Elten can. That son of a prick. Why 
didn’t Tymothree listen to him all those years 
ago?

In fact, instead of regarding Tymothree as 
someman with wealth enough to support 
nine sons, men regard him as one of those 
responsible for overpopulation. Never mind that 
those statistics coincide with the growth of de-
extinction parks. The wealthiest want more and 
more land for their mega-game hunting, while 

the rest of them have to squash themselves into 
the least luscious land on the outskirts. 

But he has seven more sons. And a broker. He 
taps his thumb and medius digi-tips together, 
his retinal projector displays his phone screen. 

“Call Fourde.”

“Tym,” says his broker a second later. “Early 
payment?”

He resents Fourde’s glare of distaste each 
time they speak. A generation ago Bakers were 
held in high esteem thanks to Tymothree’s great 
grand-daddy. Now they’re considered unclean 
because of what they work with. 

“N-no. Actually, my last batch malformed—”

“Another loan, Tym? Can’t. Your credit’s good 
for shit.”

Tymothree flinched. “Not a loan. Can you 
broker another—” 

“Market’s flooded with hyper-pretty boys now. 
Geneticists and their break-throughs, right? 
Commission would be shit for me.” Fourde 
smirked out at him. “Tym, do you need a visit?”

“No!”

“Listen, there’s no profit in gendercide any 
more, ova market’s crashing. Overpopulation, 
right? As your broker, I’m telling you to sell your 
remaining stock to bondage dens, order your 
boys to become rape-rackers. Stock’s way more 
lucrative alive than as x-feed. Your competitors 
know that.”

Tymothree closes his eyes, but Fourde still 
smirks at him. “I’m a strict autosexual. I can’t.” 

The idea of bondage girls sickens him—what 
kind of man would willingly put himself into 
such close contact with a, a woman? He’ll 
concede that rape-rackers at least serve a 
purpose, other than buying his x-feed to sustain 
their stock. A lifetime in chains, the rape-racked 
are artificially inseminated with trash semen 
until impregnated, and once the bun is born it’s 
immediately destroyed. Who wants an unclean 
son when there are so many sterile Bakeries 
around? The perfect son can be genetically 
constructed to order. But rape-racking does 
provide a constant flow of fresh breast milk. 
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Something even a clean Bakery baby boy needs 
at the beginning of his life. But he’ll have no 
autosexual son of his working in a place like 
that.

“Well,” says Fourde, grinning. “Think of 
something, Tym. Instalment’s due soon. If I don’t 
get that, you get a visit. Have to tell you, none of 
my ex-clients ever live through a visit.”

Fourde’s face vanishes. Tymothree gulps.

But he has thought of something. His private 
project. A brilliant idea that will rid Tymothree of 
all his financial worries. And his smug broker.

Synthetic breast milk. 

It’s risky—if the government finds out he’s 
using non-harvested buns as test subjects, 
he’ll be executed. A Man’s Job For His Life®. 
Everybody knows that; especially Fourde. But if 
Tymothree says he’s discovered the formula by 
chance, then the benefit he’ll make to society 
will outweigh his stepping beyond his remit. Not 
to mention all the money he’ll make on royalties. 
Because he’s not the only man to find the notion 
of natural rape-racked breast milk production 
distasteful. 

Still, he has a way to go. He looks down at 
this morning’s bun in the glovebox. He can’t 
use that one, otherwise he’ll fall behind on his 
harvest quota. His last test-bun died three days 
ago of starvation. They always die of starvation, 
it’s extremely frustrating. He knows full well 
that in the time before there was a formula for 
breast milk. Some of the rape-racked have to 
be destroyed because they don’t produce; if 
that’s true of today, then it was surely true of 
the time before. Annoyingly though, the First-
gen Men went a bit overboard in destroying all 
information on natural childbirth and rearing. 
They may have done a large part to perfect 
society, but they weren’t without their mistakes. 

Now it’s up to Tymothree to perfect a new 
synthetic formula so they can do away with 
the rape-racked altogether. Once they’re 
gone, it hopefully won’t take too long for the 
motherfuckers and the bondage-girl boys to 
realise the extent of their sexual deviancy. 

“But not with you, little bun,” he says down to 
the glovebox. “You’re full of ova to harvest.”

He pushes his hands into the green elbow-
length gloves that penetrate the box and unclips 
the scalpel housed in there. 

“Time to slice the bun.”

*

An arm? Hands? Are they here for warm?

She sees them move now. They look like hers. 
They look like her arms and her hands. But 
these ones that reach out to her are green. Hers 
are pink. These are green. They must be green 
because they are for warm. 

One of the hands holds a bright thing, a shiny 
thing. It flashes and sparkles from the lights 
that come from the outside. Her mouth stops 
shuddering. She feels the wetness stop from her 
eyes. It is funny, this flash and sparkle thing. It 
makes her giggle. This feels much better than 
the painful wails of before. 

She reaches out her hands to the flash and 
sparkle thing, but the green hands above her 
keep it just below her reach. She tries to lift her 
head so her eyes can see it, but it is still too 
heavy. She sees her hands, pink hands instead 
of green hands. Pink arms instead of green 
arms. She sees her hands open and close. Open 
and close. Even though there still is no warm, 
she finds this funny. She keeps giggling.

But pain slices into her belly. It cuts away her 
giggling at once. It cuts away everything except 
pain.

Her screams scorch her ears. 
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Release 
Sophie Langer

We had survived the Tsunami. God only 
knows how. We’d fought with everything we 
possessed to keep hold of the diving gear and air 
tanks we’d hired for the day. Such items took on 
a major significance in the context of what we 
faced. We clung to the hope that they would be 
the key to survival. White fingers grappled with 
us; fearful eyes, dilated pupils and ashen skin. 
Desperate people did desperate things.  Perhaps 
we were right to fight? I was more inclined to 
believe that our survival was just luck, but was 
it good or bad? That I’m not sure. 

Our best bet would have been to get to higher 
ground, but there was little hope of that. The 
beach was sheltered by a sheer cliff face of 
jagged rocks. The winding path that took hours 
to climb was the only evacuation route and 
it was clogged with frantic bodies, we had no 
choice but to go the other way towards the wave, 
in hopes we could make it through before it hit. 
I remember cursing that we hadn’t received the 
warning sooner as the shrill whine of the siren 
reverberated around us. 

“In this day and age… !” I’d grunted, struggling 
to tighten the fastenings around Emily’s, my 
wife’s, shoulders as we jogged down the beach.

“That isn’t helping.” She’d responded simply. 

The police, or authority figures of any kind for 
that matter, were notably absent. The comfort 
of blindly following official guidance was not 
an option. We were alone. Were we the fools 
running in the opposite direction? Perhaps, but 
casting my eyes back at the crush of desperate 
limbs writhing over each other – trapped, I 
shivered.

Moments later, whilst we struggled furiously 
to push into the frenzied water as it pulled back 
rapidly from the shore, the monstrous wall 
starting to overshadow the beach, I glanced 
at Emily. I could barely see her face through 
her diving mask. How I wished I could see her 
face. I thought of her wide, blue eyes smiling 

up at me earlier that day, I’d been so filled with 
admiration and affection for her then, but at 
this moment, as the ocean swelled, so did my 
panic. The powerful feelings I had for my wife 
now glowered in my gut as fear and horror, 
compounded by the fact that I had so much 
more to lose than my own inconsequential life. 
My stomach churned as much as the water. 
Regret billowed up inside me. Regret for all of 
the missed opportunities. 

The wind roared around my ears, the 
expanding wave was deafeningly loud, 
approaching like a high-speed jet. My skin felt 
icy cold against the wetsuit. I was hyper aware 
of every inch of my body, perhaps because of the 
potential that these could be our last moments? 
I was seeing everything in true high definition, 
like a filter had been put over my lens. Every 
colour was vibrant and dancing, the glistening 
azure of the ocean in the sunlight, the rich 
ochre of the cliffs, the dazzling white-gold of 
the sand. This would be paradise on any other 
day. It had felt like it when we’d arrived at this 
idyllic location for our honeymoon. Sadly for us, 
it wasn’t any other day. I wanted to hold Emily 
tightly to me, cling to her like a life saver.

When we had realised we were as far as we 
were going to get, as the white crest of the 
colossal wave zoomed towards us, there had 
been seconds. Long, unbearable seconds. Each 
one overwhelmed with contradictory desires—for 
more time, but also for it to just be over already. 
A strange calm settled its hands on me as we 
were pulled further out to sea and absorbed into 
the relentless water. Finally. 

I lost grip on Emily’s hand too soon; I watched 
the shadow of her disappear in a daze, her arm 
outstretched. I imagined that I could see her 
shining eyes looking back at me through the 
gloom. I didn’t have time to feel the loss as my 
breathing apparatus was ripped away from my 
face, relinquishing its grip too easily. Traitor. 
The air was crushed out of my lungs and I 
gulped down what felt like a gallon of spiralling, 
sand-infused water. Choking, with bright spots 
marring my vision, my pulse became an electric 
hammer. I whirled blindly, gushing out valuable 
air in a stream of bubbles. My body was battered 
by unseen attackers, my flesh was torn, my 
bones cracked as I bounced and flailed. My 
lungs screamed for air, making my eyes bulge 
in the effort not to breathe, until finally I was 
deposited on a pile of brightly coloured debris 
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and mangled plant life; crushed fragments from 
a different world that had existed only hours 
ago. Gasping, I coughed out streams of bloody 
brine from my clogged lungs.

Surveying my surroundings I could see bent 
parasols trying to clamber free from sandbanks 
on their twisted metal limbs, an upturned 
speedboat dripped fuel into an iridescent puddle, 
coating the surface of the murky water and 
deflated lilos slumped sullenly against fractured 
palm tree stumps. I turned my face away from 
the sight of the tiny arm caught on a broken 
board, its owner floating face down. 

That was the beginning.

Where I stand now, in some ways I wish we 
hadn’t survived. It would have been better not 
to know. The sea is eerily calm, the floor of the 
large ship bobs sedately under my feet. There 
are other ‘survivors’ on board too, many of them 
inebriated, having broken into the Captain’s 
quarters and raided his stash. He had no use 
for it anyway, they reasoned, like it mattered. 
They are loud and obnoxious, fighting with each 
other and cursing, some of them even singing… 
an attempt to escape from the horrors that have 
hounded us for… I’ve lost track of how long it’s 
been. 

At this point, I barely register the slurred 
voices; my terrorised attention is almost 
completely absorbed by the horizon. My wife 
stands unmoving beside me, her face purple 
and swollen, dried blood caked in her short, 
dark hair from a wound that won’t heal. She too 
watches the skyline. I feel her fingers groping for 
mine. 

After the Tsunami came the meteor shower. I 
almost laughed at the absurdity. Surreal didn’t 
even begin to describe it. Burning rocks of 
different sizes had burst out of the sky, plunging 
aggressively into the sea and projecting clouds of 
steam into the atmosphere. My head swimming 
and my ears full of water, I was dragging my 
damaged leg as fast as I could up what must 
once have been the beach, now unrecognisable 
- waterlogged and littered with broken trees, 
rubble and remnants. In an attempt to alleviate 
the creaking and burning sensation I felt with 
every step, I was pressing my palm firmly 
against my cracked ribs, when a ssshhhhtoooook 
sound startled me into an inadvisable about-
turn. 

Unfortunately, this led to me bearing witness 
to the untimely demise of a local boy, who was 
struggling through the devastation only a few 
feet behind me. A fragment around the size 
of a golf ball broke away from its parent and 
buried itself into the back of his head with a gut-
wrenching crack and sizzle. He dropped to the 
ground, his stick limbs splaying around him, 
but the sight of his dark-skinned face erupting 
outwards, emitting a fine red spray spotted with 
larger chunks of bone, burned itself into my 
retinas. My vision swam and I collapsed onto all-
fours to dry-heave into the putrid water.

The plummeting roars of the blistering 
rocks were multiplying, fwumping into the 
ground around me, making my teeth rattle 
and drowning out the screams of injured 
survivors scrambling hysterically towards the 
mountain path. Not daring to look back again, 
I summoned every remaining scrap of energy I 
had and launched myself onto my feet, taking 
off towards the cliff, my bare soles splashing 
through the shallow water, the pain overcome 
by adrenaline. I passed numerous wailing and 
panic-stricken people at speed, some were 
crawling with grotesque injuries that flipped my 
empty stomach, others were trying to drag loved-
ones out of the water—all the while my eyeballs 
writhed around in my head in desperate search 
of any trace of Emily.

That first night, I sheltered with a small group 
of malodorous survivors in a dank crevice on the 
cliff, huddled together under the acrid sky; my 
exposed skin clinging uncomfortably to someone 
else’s damp hair. The smoke from the cremated 
landscape scorched our nostrils, blackened 
our bodies and coated our lungs. Sleep was 
a welcome but elusive friend. I slipped in and 
out. My brain was a blank; a white screen and 
a high-pitched noise. I suppose shock protected 
me from the overwhelmingly bleak outlook.

I found Emily the next day, huddled in an 
outcropping with other strangers in singed 
clothes. I barely recognised her, but for one 
bright blue eye peeking out from her mutilated 
face. I probably didn’t look much better, my 
wetsuit was shredded and barely clung on to 
me and my left leg was a mess of red, yellow 
and black, mangled flesh. I was trying to ignore 
the pain and the overwhelming desire to vomit 
again. There was nothing left to vomit in any 
case. My stomach felt concave with hunger as I 
clasped her to me in an agony of relief and joy. 
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Perhaps, on some level, I had wished her free of 
this brutal new world. Perhaps on another level, 
I selfishly wanted to be released from the duty 
I had towards another person, when existence 
was impossible enough. My love for her was 
greater than this, but these thoughts had begun 
to crawl like spiders in the dark crevices of my 
mind.

The first day… before everything, it had been 
30 degrees Celsius. This day, our breath fogged 
the air and we shivered in our rags. The sun 
was completely eclipsed by impenetrable clouds, 
leaving us floundering in a desolate, grey world. 
Nobody dared to think about why; in fact nobody 
spoke much at all. Words failed us. The world 
had failed us. Or had we failed the world?

Emily and I had assessed our options. The 
beach was unrecognisable from the paradise 
we’d first arrived at. The white sand was burnt, 
crystallised into solid lumps and pockmarked 
with blackened craters that still smouldered 
into the polluted black sky, the stench of death 
and decay surrounded us. The sea foamed with 
sickly yellow brine, attacking the shore like a 
military invasion, leaving the silver corpses of 
fish in its wake. Human remains were dotted 
intermittently between scattered detritus. It was 
not an inviting option to head in that direction.

A little further up the path from where we 
stood was a dismembered foot, cut off jaggedly 
at the ankle, the shin bone still sprouting out 
like a supportive cane. The foot squatted, poised 
for action, misplaced mid-flight and frozen in 
time. What had happened to the people who had 
tried to flee to the mountain? Only a sprinkling 
of severed parts remained as evidence they had 
existed at all. That direction was tinged with a 
sense of foreboding.

Not knowing what else to do, our band of 
bedraggled and bloodied survivors had chosen 
to plod a silent path that followed the shoreline, 
in search of… hope, maybe? One day, abruptly, 
the land ended. Not far out we could make out 
the lights of a passenger ship, sitting stoically 
amongst the chaos. Its stubborn resilience was 
the sign we all desperately clung to. 

Staring out of the ship’s window now, I can see 
colours. I think. It’s hard to explain.  They are 
colours I have never seen before, some moments 
they seem to resemble familiar hues like grass 
or aubergine, but then again, not really... It’s 

almost like you can taste them more than you 
can see them. They taste like chemicals, or 
metals… like blood, or paint. They glimmer and 
flash on the horizon, like a storm in time lapse, 
the clouds whirl dizzyingly in ridged loops and 
my head throbs. The rest of the sky is completely 
blanketed in thick darkness, obscuring the 
colossal form of the hideous savage beast that 
we know sways menacingly in the ocean. It had 
not moved much since it had been released from 
beneath the waves. How long had it been there—
waiting? It was still waiting. I refuse to consider 
what for.

 A screeching noise now dominates everything. 
I can’t remember when it started. It reverberates 
and echoes in a long, keening cry. It’s like the 
very core of the earth is screaming in pain. It 
is the noise of the end; the sound that destroys 
your soul.

“Surrender,” it whispers into my mind, 
caressing the folds of my brain with its soothing 
tones. “What is the point of resistance?” I close 
my eyes with a sigh. I didn’t know any more. 
Even my bones felt tired.

I look at my wife, her face mirrors mine and we 
both take a seat at a nearby grey, plastic trestle-
table that’s bolted to the floorboards. Other 
survivors appear to be doing the same, the ones 
who are not passed out in puddles of their own 
excretions. 

I remove the knife from my belt and weigh it 
in my hand. A cooling wash of relief and comfort 
fills me. There is a way out. We don’t have to do 
this anymore. I smile brightly at the clichéd hope 
of sweet release and I look into my wife’s eyes as 
I draw out the sharp blade with a steady hand.
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With enough practice, a person can convince 
themselves of almost anything. Like square pegs 
stuck in round holes, they force themselves into 
identities that don’t fit and they pretend they’re 
happy. Humans lie constantly, especially to 
themselves.

“Is he saying anything?” The young woman 
leaned forward in her chair. Her eyes were 
glistening and she looked quite pretty, despite 
the circumstances.  

“He’s really upset, I can feel it. He’s burdened, 
like he can see something that he wants to fix, 
but he can’t do anything. Is this making any 
sense to you?”

The young lady nodded hesitantly, then begun 
to cry. Susan made a sympathetic noise and 
reached across the dining table to take the lady’s 
clammy hand.

“Oh, hon. I don’t want to upset you. Do you 
want me to carry on?”

The lady wiped her tears away hastily, like she 
was angry at herself for the display of emotion. 
She nodded again, this time with purpose.

“Alright, love. Well, he’s with you more than 
you know. He loves you, but he wishes that you 
were happier. He knows about the issues you’ve 
been having, he sees when you’re sad. Does that 
mean anything to you?”

The young lady blew her nose, and Susan 
noticed how red and puffy her face had suddenly 
become (it wasn’t flattering). “Yes, it does. We’ve 
been having problems with money… to be 
honest, it’s been coming between me and my 

husband. Dad always used to tell me I worry too 
much.” She swallowed a sob and Susan nodded 
knowingly.

“He wants you to know that it’s not worth the 
worry, hon. He wants you to calm down, take 
a breath and concentrate on that lovely little 
family of yours.”   

The young lady smiled sadly and glanced 
at the crumpled photograph lying on the 
table between them. It had been taken just 
a year prior, and yet the carefree version of 
herself grinning in the glossy print was almost 
unrecognisable. She wiped away the tears that 
had fallen onto the photograph, blurring the 
faces of herself and her family.  

Susan didn’t charge her the full thirty-five 
pounds for the session. They’d cut it short by 
twenty minutes, so it didn’t feel right to take the 
full amount off her. She embraced the young 
lady as she was heading out the door, and 
reminded her to bring a fresh photograph the 
following week.

That evening, Susan plodded through her 
typical routine. She flicked on the electric 
fireplace in the sitting room, then heaved herself 
up the stairs (which was no mean feat with her 
arthritis—at her age she could really do with a 
bungalow, but the council didn’t seem to care). 
A few minutes later she returned, dressed in 
slippers and ill-fitting pajamas, and she shuffled 
into the kitchen to boil the kettle. Finally, she 
trudged into the newly warmed sitting room 
and eased herself into her favourite armchair, 
balancing her cup of tea on one arm rest and the 
cordless phone on the other.   

She Outruns The Humdrum
J.L. Corbett
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She dialed her favourite number, and waited. 
She was about to give up, when the fifteenth 
ring was cut short by a breathless voice. 

“Alfie, STOP! Hello?”  

“Hiya, love!”    

“Oh. Hi, Mum. It’s actually not a great time, 
we’ve just finished dinner and I’m trying to sort 
out baths—Alfie, leave your sister alone!” 

“Lucy, I haven’t seen you in weeks. You don’t 
have five minutes to chat to your dear old 
mother?”   

She swore she could hear her daughter sighing 
down the phone. “Fine, five minutes.”   

As usual, their conversation was strained. 
Susan asked after her grandchildren and was 
suitably interested, until Lucy went off on a 
tangent and begun talking about people and 
situations that were totally alien to Susan. She 
decided to gently steer the conversation back to 
an interesting place. 

“... and so now I need to have this report 
finished by Thursday. I think I’ll get it done, it’s 
just a little— ”

“Oh, I need to tell you about this client I 
saw today!” Susan trilled. “This girl, her dad 
had passed away recently and she’s still really 
struggling with it all, poor thing. I could feel 
his spirit and he had such a strong presence! It 
went really well, I reckon she’s going to become 
one of my regulars!”   

“Hm.”   

Susan’s stomach twisted unpleasantly, but 
she brushed off the feeling. She still hadn’t 
realised that it was her body’s natural response 
to Lucy’s trademark murmur of disapproval 
(she was, after all, quite good at ignoring 
uncomfortable things).  

“She’s coming back next week, so I think we’ll 
try and have a longer chat with her dad then.”  

“Okay.”

“I helped her a lot today.”  

“Okay.” 

An uncomfortable pause stretched down the 
phone line. While Susan was struggling for a 
new topic of conversation, her daughter put an 
end to their previous one.  

“Look, I’ve got to go before Alfie tears the 
house apart. Bye.” The line went dead.  

Susan took a sip of tea. The trace of whiskey 
was comforting, and would no doubt help her to 
sleep later.

That night, she couldn’t sleep. She lay 
awake, replaying in her head snippets of the 
conversation with her daughter. Hours seemed 
to pass before her eyelids finally began to feel 
heavier and the ambient sounds of her home 
drifted further away.

She was almost completely asleep by the 
time the voices in her head started talking. 
They had the cadence of speech, yet the words 
were strange and unfamiliar. For several 
minutes the voices whispered in her mind like a 
pleasant sort of white noise, until the last ebb of 
consciousness in Susan’s mind realised what it 
was hearing. 

She sat bolt upright in bed.

“Hello?” she cried. “Can you hear me? I can 
hear you!”

The voices paused momentarily, then resumed 
their conversation. The sound of the chatter was 
exhilarating—these were actual voices belonging 
to real spirits residing somewhere on Earth 
or beyond, piping directly into her mind. Lucy 
and everybody else were wrong; she really was 
psychic! She’d always known she was!

And yet, something was different. 

The rhythm of the conversation was 
unpredictable and each spirit’s voice was 
distinct. They mumbled, shouted, and cut each 
other off so much that Susan wouldn’t have 
been able to follow the conversation even if it 
had been in English, much less invent it. The 
realisation hit, and it was tragically obvious.

None of the spirits she’d heard over the past 
two decades had sounded like this. Their voices 
had been wispy, uncertain, and they’d usually 
said what Susan expected them to say. Was it 
possible… could it have been her, all along?
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Well, that certainly was embarrassing. 

But these spirits were real.

“Answer me, please answer me! Who are you?”

The voices didn’t react at all to the second 
interruption, and instead carried on with their 
increasingly loud argument. Susan scrambled 
out of bed (in her haste tripping over the masses 
of blankets that were necessary to keep her 
warm at night) and hurried downstairs to find a 
notebook.

She wrote for hours, transcribing the 
argument in her head as best she could. She 
had to write the words phonetically and her 
handwriting slipped into a scrawl as the voices 
of the dead sped up and overlapped, but she 
filled page after page with words that hopefully 
meant something, that felt important somehow. 
After an hour, her hand was cramping and the 
voices had begun to give her a headache. It was 
only after another two hours had passed that 
she accepted defeat. The argument seemed to 
have ended, anyway.

Birds were singing outside of her window as 
she climbed back into bed. She laid there for 
a long time, thinking about all the marvelous 
fortunes that would fall into her lap now that 
she could really speak with the dead. The 
dreaming soon gave way to nothingness, and she 
slipped into a deep sleep.

When Susan awoke in the early afternoon, she 
was energised.

“God, is that the time? I’ve wasted half the 
day!” she wittered, glancing at the miniature 
grandfather clock hanging in the hallway. She 
bustled around the small house, grabbing her 
old address book and making a hasty cup of tea 
before settling into her armchair.

By her own estimation, she had a very 
productive afternoon. She managed to speak 
to almost all her clients, even the ones who’d 
insisted they were working and it really wasn’t 
the best time for them. 

“I won’t keep you long, love. I just need to let 
you know that I’ve recently gained the ability to 
actually talk to the dead, so I’ll be raising my 
prices a smidge.”

None of her clients reacted very favourably 
(some of them even demanded a refund!), which 
Susan simply couldn’t understand. Before the 
events of the previous night she had genuinely 
believed that she’d had a gift, so of course it 
had been fair to charge for the service. But now 
her clients would be getting the real thing, and 
surely that was worth more than whatever it was 
she’d been offering before!

They just need some time to process the news, 
she reasoned. It’s understandable. They’re 
probably a little bit jealous.

She leafed through the yellowing pages of 
the address book and paused upon a name. 
She picked up the receiver and dialed one last 
number.

“Lucy, I have the best news!”

“We agreed to one phone call a month. We 
spoke yesterday, Mum.”

“We did? Oh, it doesn’t matter! I have 
wonderful news!” Susan told her the whole story, 
and when she was finished there was a short 
silence on the line.

“So... you’re actually admitting it?”

“Admitting what? I’m telling you that I 
have genuine psychic abilities now! Isn’t this 
exciting?”

“Mum, you’ve just owned up to it! You’ve 
just told me that you’ve been faking it for the 
last twenty-whatever years!” Lucy laughed in 
disbelief. The moment didn’t feel as good as 
she’d expected it would. 

“Oh, just stop it Lucy! You’ve gotten really 
judgmental over the years, you know that? 
Something amazing has happened here, and all 
you can do is nit-pick. The way you act, anybody 
would think I’m sitting on the roof with a hat 
made of tin foil!”

“Can you hear yourself when you talk? You’ve 
just admitted to lying and conning your way 
through your entire career! Not that I’d call it a 
‘career,’ though.”

“Oh, for god’s... just shut up, Lucy!”

Parents aren’t supposed to snap at their kids, 
even when the kid in question is forty-two years 
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old with a nasty superiority complex. Lucy hung 
up the phone in disgust and proceeded to spend 
the remainder of the evening in a bad mood.

By contrast, Susan’s evening turned out to be 
rather eventful. 

There was no time to contemplate the 
argument with her daughter. Within minutes 
the voices of the dead slowly returned, and it felt 
like a volume dial was being turned up inside 
her head. They’d finished their argument and 
were now speaking casually, albeit at a slightly 
uncomfortable decibel level.

Susan stood in the centre of the sitting room, 
arms outstretched in a wholly unnecessary and 
completely self-important imitation of Jesus.

“Speak to me spirits, speak! I can help you!”

The volume of the voices continued to rise, 
reaching an uncomfortable level and persisting. 
They were getting closer. 

Susan’s outstretched arms soon faltered. She 
and her ego crumpled onto the carpet, and she 
clawed at her temples in a desperate attempt to 
rip the voices out of her head.

Suddenly a large object tore through the 
ceiling, narrowly missed Susan and crashed 
into the mantelpiece, leaving a somewhat 
enormous hole in the ceiling. In the space of a 
few seconds the sitting room had been given a 
strikingly post-modern view of the bathroom 
directly above, which had a similarly lovely view 
of the sunset. The toilet had been torn away 
from the wall and was for a moment teetering on 
the edge of the hole, before it inevitably fell into 
the sitting room and smashed to pieces on the 
carpet, spraying dirty water all over.

Susan had been meaning to clean the damn 
thing for weeks. It probably didn’t matter much 
anymore.

The noise in her head was unbearable; the 
voices were pressing against her eardrums and 
threatening to burst them. She could do nothing 
but lie on the sodden carpet in the fetal position, 
tearing helplessly at her ears and hoping to die. 

A warm hand touched the back of her head, 
but she couldn’t react. She could feel somebody 
embracing her and she let it happen, leaning 
into the forgotten comfort.

There were too many things happening all at 
once.

And then, nothing. No, not quite nothing—the 
voices were still in her head, just much quieter, 
like a microphone had been snatched away from 
them. She could barely hear them over the hiss 
of snapped water pipes and the hush of the 
evening breeze coming through the hole in the 
roof. She hoped the voices wouldn’t stay quiet 
for long. 

Who did that? She wondered, and then her 
gaze fell to the enormous vehicle half-buried in 
bricks and mortar. Is that a spaceship?

Foreign words rasped close to Susan’s ear 
and made her jump. In all the confusion she’d 
forgotten about the warm embrace, though as 
the stranger’s grip tightened around her she 
abruptly realised that she wasn’t being hugged—
she was being restrained. 

She struggled, but the stranger was 
deceptively strong. His body was gangly and 
awkward, yet he only needed one arm to hold 
Susan down, leaving the other one free to wave a 
small silver device back and forth in the air.

He spoke for a second time, strange alien 
noises that may or may not have been words.

He was hurting her. Susan twisted her body 
and managed to free her elbow, which jerked 
backwards and hit the stranger in the throat. 
His arms fell open, he dropped the device, and 
Susan wriggled out of his grip.

She stumbled to her feet, panting heavily 
and holding a stitch in her side. She was too 
old for this rubbish. The stranger rolled on the 
floor, coughing and gasping for breath. He was 
dressed for travel, in a lightweight flight suit 
and a dark helmet which had fallen off in the 
struggle, revealing a haggard grey face with two 
squinting eyes and a tiny mouth. His skin was 
tough like a rhinoceros’s hide, and pulled tight 
around his minimal features.  

The alien was Professor Volstrumnt, a rather 
average cybernetic engineer from a small planet 
in a neighbouring galaxy. The flight suit and the 
space ship were quite misleading—the truth was 
Volstrumnt had been a committed non-driver 
until that morning, when he’d stolen the flight 
suit from a colleague and set about cleaning up 
the mess he’d made.
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Like all messes, it had begun with good 
intentions. Volstrumnt and his small team of 
junior engineers had been developing a piece of 
technology that would revolutionise life on his 
home planet—a private telepathic network. It 
was exactly what his species needed; for some 
reason the evolutionary process had skipped 
over their jaws, which were severely under-
developed and difficult to operate. Eating was 
a nightmare, but speaking was worse. Their 
throats were made of the same thick, scratchy 
material as their skin, which lead to a guttural 
voice and a constant tickle in the back of the 
throat. It was awful. 

By comparison, a telepathic network was 
luxurious. A private network could be created 
in minutes, simply by scanning the brain waves 
of the desired members and typing some code 
into the computer. The result was an entirely 
telepathic conversation between colleagues or 
friends that surpassed the need for physical 
speech. 

It had been working splendidly until Iddu, 
the work experience kid, had accidentally sat 
on one of the computers and added the brain 
waves of just over three hundred people from an 
online public database to the now-not-so-private 
network. He’d even managed to lock the settings, 
meaning they couldn’t be removed remotely. 
And just like that, the team’s conversations 
began broadcasting to the minds of hundreds of 
different species across the universe.

Susan wasn’t aware of any of this, and she 
wouldn’t have cared either way. She wasn’t 
bothered that there was an alien on her floor 
or that his spaceship had destroyed her house; 
all she wanted to do was sit in a quiet room 
and listen to the spirits. Could she just ask the 
alien to leave? She probably didn’t need to worry 
about being polite now that they’d assaulted 
each other. 

Reluctantly, four figures stepped out of 
the spaceship. They wore uniforms identical 
to Volstrumnt’s, but possessed none of his 
intensity. They seemed quite adolescent in 
their posture, particularly the small one lagging 
behind the others.

A voice called out in Susan’s mind (quietly—
the volume was still turned down). Volstrumnt, 
seeming to hear it, staggered to his feet and 
looked at his team. A gruff voice responded 

inside Susan’s head, and the team saluted in 
attempted unison.

It would appear that they’d been instructed to 
repair the damage to Susan’s house, but they 
were clearly a terrible team. They sauntered 
around the room, tossing around broken knick-
knacks and parts of furniture seemingly at 
random, only occasionally bothering to look at 
anything long enough to repair it. 

Luckily for them, Volstrumnt was too 
preoccupied with Susan to notice them 
attempting to plug up the hole in the ceiling with 
her sofa.

He spoke again. The words were gruff, each 
one clearly a struggle.

A cold fear washed over Susan. Every word 
the alien spoke aloud was accompanied by a 
tiny echo inside her head. Those voices were 
supposed to be spirits, not bloody immigrants!

Had she really fooled herself again? Was she 
really that gullible, that desperate? 

No, of course I’m psychic. For god’s sake, I’m a 
professional medium! This is just a mental break, 
that’s all it is, just a mental break, because I’m 
stressed, I’m over-worked, I haven’t been eating 
properly… I need a little lie down, that’s all.

Volstrumnt moved towards Susan. She bolted, 
hurried up the stairs as fast as a woman of 
her age could and slammed her bedroom door 
behind her.

Volstrumnt was losing patience. Over the past 
two days he and his team had traced at least 
fifty of their mistakes, and it had always been a 
quick fix. They’d gone in, Volstrumnt wrestled 
them to the ground, knocked them out with a 
spritz of his patented Slumber Spray (one of 
his simpler inventions from his early career), 
scanned their brain waves and hey presto! They 
were removed from the network.

He had other planets to visit and this was 
taking far too long. He ordered his team to keep 
working on the ceiling, and bounded up the 
stairs after Susan. 

He found her in her bedroom, curled in a ball 
of blankets and talking to herself. He ripped the 
covers away and before she could react, he’d 
plucked a small spray bottle from his pocket 
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and squirted purple liquid in her face (it was, 
disappointingly, the wrong bottle). He barked 
angry words at her which, rather curiously, 
slipped into English mid-sentence.

“… some damn respect and let me do my job!”

“You’re speaking English!”

“No, you’re just hearing in English. Now stop 
messing about and let me have a look at your 
brain!”

“No, no, no! Leave me alone!” Susan kicked 
furiously at the alien, who stumbled backwards 
and was overcome by a coughing fit. He hated 
speaking aloud, but he refused to use his 
network to talk to a Neanderthal. 

“My brain is special, it can hear spirits!”

Volstrumnt rolled his eyes and grabbed the 
Slumber Spray from his pocket (this time taking 
a brief moment to check the label on the bottle). 
Wishing to avoid any more alien chemicals in 
her face, Susan snatched the brass alarm clock 
from her bedside table threw it at him. It caught 
him on his shoulder, making him groan in pain 
and drop the spray. 

Her mind was working overtime. She 
knew that the voices belonged to spirits, not 
aliens, but at the same time she knew that if 
Volstrumnt got near her, the whole thing would 
be over. 

“Just leave me alone!” Susan sobbed. “You’ve 
got the wrong person!” 

Volstrumnt paused. He put the chemicals 
back in his pocket and approached Susan 
carefully, like one would a wild animal.

“I’m sorry,” he croaked. “My team made a 
mistake, but I can fix it. Just let me scan your 
brain. Quickly.”

Susan grew hysterical. She babbled about 
psychic abilities, spirits and mediums, but 
Volstrumnt didn’t know what any of these things 
were. He held her tenderly, until her heaving, 
ugly sobs turned to tearful sniffles. 

When he felt her relax in the comfort of his 
arms, he sprayed her quickly in the face and she 
slumped into unconsciousness.

“Stupid mutt species.” He tossed her heavy 
body back onto the bed and grabbed the small 
silver device from his pocket. It was a brilliant 
gadget, capable of scanning an individual’s 
unique brain waves, cross-referencing them 
with the network and then deleting them, but 
it appeared to be impossible to get a signal on 
Earth.

“Professor! We’ve finished repairing its house!” 
Iddu yelled up from the bottom of the stairs.

For the last time, Iddu—you don’t need to 
shout. Use the network!

Sorry, Professor. We’ve finished repairing its 
house.

Did you remember to move the ship outside 
before you started this time? 

Uhh, yeah. 

Volstrumnt glanced at his watch, then back 
at Susan. He stood up from the bed and let her 
unconscious body fall to the floor. He held the 
device in the air and paced impatiently around 
them room, but it was impossible to get a signal. 
He really, really didn’t have time for this. 

It’ll be unconscious for a while… I suppose we 
can try again on our way back. 

He heard a loud crash from the sitting room, 
and sighed. He’d had enough—it was time to 
leave this dingy little planet behind. He rushed 
downstairs, ready to drag his team out of 
whatever new mess they’d just created. 

He left Susan alone in her bedroom, her mind 
still trapped in the aliens’ private network, 
now with the ability to understand their 
conversations. 

He never returned. 

Susan never told anybody about her evening 
with the aliens. She didn’t think it was worth 
mentioning; after all, it had probably just been 
a dream. Even if it hadn’t been, anybody can 
encounter an alien. It takes a special sort of 
person to speak to the dead.
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My eyes snapped open as a sudden lurch 
and loud whining noise abruptly cut into my 
sleep. I wiped my eyes as I got my bearings. 
I had been riding a train out of Burmera; a 
nice enough town if you were looking for work. 
The work I found there took me way out here, 
playing security guard on some fancy high end 
passenger line. The rails in and out of town had 
become treacherous lately, and even the old 
protected routes were no longer safe.  

“What’s going on, why’ve we stopped?” a man 
in a dark blue suit called out as he ran past 
me. I looked up to my left, checking on my 
Ephemeral. Sure enough, the old blade was 
glowing brighter than ever, its ghostly light a 
white chalk drawing against the train’s black 
interior.  

“Trouble sir. Shadows on the tracks.” The 
engineer informed the suited man.  

“Shadows?” he asked, “What do you mean?” 

“Monsters,” I said, rising to my feet. I dusted 
off my long black trench coat and pulled up 
my pants as I readjusted my belt. “He means 
monsters, sir.”  

I took a moment to pick up the glimmering 
sword leaning against the wall next to me. I 
stored it in an empty sheath attached to my 
back. It slid right in and I fastened a small latch 
around the pale handle. I walked over to the 
windows and peered out. Sure enough, there 
were two shadows blocking our way, slowly 
advancing towards us.  

“This is your first time encountering them, 
isn’t it?” I didn’t bother turning to the fidgety 

figure behind me. “You’ve got other names for 
them in the city, but you’ve seen’em on the TV. 
Whatever you call’em in there, when you’re out 
here you learn to call’em Shadows or Shades. It 
sits on the tongue a little easier than monster, 
wouldn’t you agree?”  

“I know what they are! I just...this has always 
been a safe route, even at night! The lights... ” 

“There’s your problem,” I said, pointing out 
the window. “This whole row of lights is out. 
Probably just something chewed on the power 
lines somewhere, these things all run in a 
chain.”  

I stretched a little and put my hand on the 
engineer’s shoulder. Though he was younger 
than the Conductor, he’d obviously had some 
bad nights, and his composure was much better 
than his supervisor. I headed towards the door, 
knowing in general what I had to do.  

“Don’t worry though. I’ll take care of ‘em. 
That’s why I’m here. Better light your candles 
though, just to be safe. It’ll upset our fancy 
passengers, but keep all the lights in the train 
on too. It’s not unheard of for Shadows to 
work in packs, and they know how to set up 
a diversion. We should be fine, but I’m the 
only one with an Ephemeral. Best not to take 
chances.” With that I stepped down to the door 
and opened it.  

I peered out into the dark night, glancing 
from side to side to make sure that nothing was 
about to surprise me. The only lights out were 
the stars above us and the city behind us. It 
loomed in the distance, tall and shimmering. 
Finally I turned my attention to the approaching 
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creatures, two large behemoths that could turn 
this train into powder if they got close enough. 
I didn’t intend to let them get that close. It was 
time to go to work.  

I stepped out and down into the shadowy 
darkness that loomed before me. Ahead, the two 
creatures lumbered along the tracks, apparently 
unaware of my presence at the moment. The 
giant mountain behind them was barely visible 
against the stars. The tunnel that ran through 
it should have illuminated the surrounding 
countryside, but now sat silent and black. I was 
grateful for the train lights, not only for visibility, 
but for slowing the Shades down as well. 

My anonymity would not last long. The 
protection that holding an Ephemeral provided 
was mitigated by the attention it drew from 
the monsters.The protection that holding an 
Ephemeral provided was countermanded by the 
attention it drew from that which it protected 
against. Against a moonless sky, with only the 
faint lights of a distant city and the stars above 
to provide illumination, an Ephemeral was an 
easy target. Knowing this, I began to formulate 
a plan of attack. I crouched down next to a rock 
and studied my enemies. 

I decided to take them head on. The lights of 
the train would be enough to slow the monsters 
down, giving me an advantage as long as I 
stayed on the tracks. The two Shadows were 
of differing size, and I would hit the smaller 
one first. I would then take care of the larger 
and slower of the pair, striking them before 
they could counterattack or retreat into the 
black night. Holding my hand out to my 
side, I summoned the weapon on my back. It 
materialized in a wispy glittery cloud in my 
hand, the long blade chalk white against the 
endless darkness that surrounded me. 

Just as I was prepared to rush the twin 
antagonists, a brilliant flash lit up the night. The 
two creatures stumbled at the sudden explosion 
of radiance, crying out in pain. A second flash 
dazzled the Shadows, sending them once more 
roaring out in their raspy deep voices. A glance 
to my left revealed a young woman defiantly 
facing down the monsters. Her hands held one 
of the oldest cameras I had ever seen. 

Before she could let loose with a third brilliant 
volley, I grabbed and pulled her down behind 
the rock I was using for cover. She immediately 

opened her mouth to scream, but I silenced her 
quickly. She almost bit my hand as it covered 
her mouth, and as soon as I released my grip, 
she opened her mouth to protest my actions. I 
shot her a look that did a better job of quieting 
her outburst than covering her mouth would 
ever do. Sticking as close to the surface as I 
could, I peered over the boulder that served as 
our defence. The monsters were still in a state 
of shock, although they were beginning to come 
to. They roared at the train, obviously blaming it 
for their troubles. By some miracle, they hadn’t 
seen us. 

“What are you doing out here?” I whispered 
harshly. 

“My job, same as you!” The girl replied, a 
little louder than I would have preferred. “I’m a 
journalist, and I’m not going to let this pass me 
by.” 

“You’re lucky your life didn’t pass you by, 
standing so brazenly in the open like you did. 
And what kind of camera is that anyhow? You 
can probably see people’s pores in photos as 
bright as that flash is.”

“My father gave it to me. It takes great 
pictures, I’ll have you know!” Her voice grew 
even louder, but she quickly lowered her volume 
as one of the creatures let out a roar in our 
direction. “It’s going to get me a top job as a 
photojournalist.” 

“You mean you’re not employed yet? You’re 
out here risking your life and mine for what? The 
chance to be famous? These aren’t some tame 
back alley kitty cats. And now I have to deal with 
them and protect you at the same time.” I kept 
my voice low even though I was exasperated. 

I studied the girl as I spoke to her. She had 
long dark hair that fell down to the middle of 
her back. Her skin was fair, but she had these 
strikingly grey eyes that gave off a fierceness her 
slim physique seemed unsuited to. She wasn’t 
slim in all areas though, something I was just 
beginning to notice and consider when she let 
her anger get the better of her. 

“This has nothing to do with being famous! 
I’m going to show people the terror that they 
hide from at night! I’m going to show them what 
it is that hunts us! I’m going to show them… ” 
She all but shouted. Her voice faltered however 
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as another groan in our direction caused her to 
pause. 

“You’re going to show them everything you 
shouldn’t do while fighting Shadows. Now those 
things have definitely heard us, and they’re 
headed this way. If we’re lucky, there’s only 
the two of them we can see. But since there’s 
nothing guaranteen’ that, you’ve just elected 
yourself as the watchdog. Keep an eye out for 
other Shades, especially coming from behind or 
under the train. They’re good at sneaking up on 
people so keep your guard up.” 

 “And what are you going to do?” She asked, 
her eyes wide as she realized the creatures had 
seen me. 

“My job.” Came my curt reply. 

I had no more time. The creatures had already 
turned to look in our direction, although it 
wasn’t far from the train. They had certainly 
figured out that the train wasn’t the only 
problems in the night, and there wasn’t much I 
could do standing here. I only hoped that I could 
take both of them. Having an Ephemeral granted 
one the power to wield the weapon effectively, 
but it by no means made a person invincible. 

Shrugging off my doubts, I took a deep breath 
and sprinted towards the creatures. Reaching 
far behind me, I brought my sword back and 
then forward, flinging it through the air into the 
side of the rightmost beast. It howled in pain, 
white glowing wisps of smoke drifted upwards 
from the wound. Wasting no time I leapt into the 
air, landing to the side of the monster next to 
where my blade had pierced it. 

I grabbed the hilt of my weapon and used it for 
leverage and balance as the creature stumbled 
on to its side. It looked like a woolly mammoth, 
although mixed with some kind of tiger. Holding 
on for dear life as it thrashed, I could see the 
other one over its shoulder, similar looking but 
much larger. Placing my foot on the hilt of my 
sword I stepped onto the creature’s back. 

Holding my hand up in the air, my blade 
dematerialized from the side of the beast and 
reformed in my hand. I drove it downwards into 
the back of the creature’s skull, hoping to strike 
something important. Again and again I shoved 
my weapon into the shadowy mass before me. 
Although made of shadow, they were still alive. 
The creatures took on a semblance of physical 

form and the weaknesses that came with it once 
they had chosen a shape. I knew that if I could 
strike the right spot, the creature would perish. 

I had little time to act, however, as the second 
beast joined the first. No amount of light would 
protect me now, given the proximity of the 
hulking thing. I was barely able to let go of my 
sword and fall backwards to avoid a swiping paw 
that was aimed at my face. I lost my balance and 
tumbled from my perch. Only by summoning my 
Ephemeral once more to hand was I able stab 
the creature’s side, not thick enough to halt my 
fall but still enough to slow it. 

I was off balance now and unable to recover 
as the Shade I had just been riding took a 
backwards swipe at me. It knocked me off the 
tracks and into the darkness beyond, and I 
knew that I was in trouble. The creature roared 
at me, and despite the severity of its wounds, 
it charged. No longer hindered by the train, the 
creature regained full mobility and moved with 
frightening speed. 

I was having trouble catching my breath after 
the impact, grateful that it hadn’t been a claw 
that struck me. The creature bored down on me 
and it was all I could do to raise my weapon at 
the last moment. Another impact left me dazed 
and rolling along the ground, but I could hear 
the creature’s pain as I came to a stop. Looking 
up, I could see my Ephemeral sticking out of its 
arm. 

Summoning the last of my strength, I 
hurled myself towards the creature. It tried, 
unsuccessfully, to rise three times, and by the 
third I was already at its side. Drawing my blade 
from the injured monster’s arm, I wasted no 
time in stabbing directly through one of its eyes, 
knowing that I had found my target. My weapon 
made contact with its ‘brain,’ and I knew it 
wouldn’t get up again. 

A bright flash of ghostly light shot out from 
the creature, enveloping it for a moment. Then 
it shattered into pieces, breaking like dropping 
a pane of glass. All that was left were three tiny 
orbs, black as night but also shining with a dull 
radiance. Exhausted, I collapsed on the ground, 
my temporary victory blinding me to the terror 
that had lurked behind the first menace. 

The second, larger monster, had not been 
as fast as its tiny counterpart, but it had been 
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following just the same. I could hear its footsteps 
growing closer, although I did not know where 
it was during my dizzy attempt to regain my 
footing. Leaning against my Ephemeral, I 
attempted to focus and right myself, but I could 
tell that the blowsI received in the previous 
battle had at least cracked one rib. 

I turned to see the monster coming directly 
towards me, with neither the strength or the 
ability to fight it. As I watched it storm towards 
me, I reflected on the size of the Shadow. It 
was definitely the largest I had ever seen, and 
its partner had not been too far behind it. I 
wondered what would produce such behemoth 
Shades this close to a city with so many lights, 
but I did not have long to ponder the question 
before my enemy was upon me. 

Angered by the loss of the other, the Shadow 
leaned in close, roaring at me in rage. It took 
another step closer and moved its head to 
attack. Suddenly, its foot exploded in a blast of 
white light. It growled in frustration as its face 
planted into the ground just a few feet from me 
as tried to catch itself with its other front paw. 
Though I was scarcely in a position for a fight, I 
found little difficulty in plunging my sword into 
the black swirling mass of its leg as it attempted 
to regain its balance. 

Another bright flash melted away the ‘flesh’ of 
the Shadow’s face, and as it growled and writhed 
in agony, I called my Ephemeral to my left hand, 
and slit the monster’s throat. Much like the first, 
it too shattered into fragments, leaving four of 
the dark orbs behind it. I collapsed behind the 
shimmering remains of the defeated beast. I 
could see that my saviour had been the wannabe 
journalist, braving the creatures with a weapon 
I had not thought to use in battle. It hadn’t 
defeated them, but it had been enough. 

“Are you ok? Oh my gosh, I... I don’t know 
what I was thinking! I just... I had to do 
something and you were about to die and 
now I’ve helped kill a monster and I can’t stop 
shaking and... ” She trailed off as she slumped 
on the rough ground, taking in all that had just 
happened. 

“That was quick thinking, and also very 
brave.” I coughed out, rolling over onto my 
back, looking up at the stars. “It was also kinda 
stupid. Help me lean against that rock there.” 

“Sure,” she said, regaining her composure 
slightly as she gently propped me against a 
large stone. “That was incredible, I’ve never seen 
anyone move like that! But it didn’t seem to do 
you much good. You need a doctor, and I don’t 
think we have one on the train.”

“Wielding an Ephemeral changes a person. 
There’s more to it than just a shiny trinket. And 
don’t worry about the doctor. There’s no need, at 
least not this time.” I said, pulling a small flask 
from my coat’s pocket. I took a large swill from 
the container, almost emptying it.  I coughed a 
bit more, this time from the taste. I placed the 
container back into my coat and sighed. 

“Oh what, you think a little alcohol is going to 
help you here?” She demanded.

“That wasn’t alcohol. See those black orbs left 
on the ground over there? That’s all the Shades 
ever leave behind when you kill’em. But it’s a 
good thing they do, because the right person can 
turn’em into a sort of restorative. Give me a few 
minutes, and I’ll be as good as new. And then we 
can get to the next step.”

“Next step? What do you mean?” She asked

“We’ve got a bit of a power problem on our 
hands,” I pointed to the large mountain ahead of 
us. “Unless we can get the lights on in there, the 
train won’t be able to move. We’re going to have 
to go into the dark scary tunnel so we can flip 
the light switch.” 

To be continued…
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Leo was hard at work long before dawn. 
He’d refined his cocoa beans, cracking and 
grinding them to create several different types 
of chocolate liquors. It was six am now. He was 
about to take the liquors out of his conching 
machine and begin the best part of the work: the 
tempering of the chocolate. He did this by hand 
with various scrapers and spatulas on his long 
marble table in the centre of his shop’s kitchen. 
He stepped outside onto his shop’s terrace first 
to enjoy the sunrise, putting off his favourite 
task for a little later, much as his customers 
often saved their favourite truffle for the last bite 
with a sip of coffee. His little Alpine town was 
still beautiful, though few tourists still visited. 
The skiing had shut down almost forty years ago 
when the snow stopped falling. His shop would 
be celebrating its fiftieth year this December. 
Leo was ten years old when the shop opened. 
He started working at the counter on the very 
first day, and took over when his father passed. 
Leo kept everything exactly the same. Even the 
wrought iron chairs and tables on the terrace 
were the same model his father had selected at 
the opening. The sun peeked over the top of the 
mountains. It was a little orange today, like a 
real egg yolk. And he tried to remember the last 
time he had eaten a real egg. He took a deep 
breath then went back inside.       

He worked the chocolate on the marble table, 
scraping it and turning it over onto itself, then 
returning it to be heated for the exact amount of 
time, to the second, that his father had showed 
him. This batch was ready to be moulded. He 
would only do the hearts and the circles. That 
was one thing that had changed. His father 
would make so many shapes, and fillings, and 
flavours. Now, there was no point. If he had 
three customers all day he would be lucky. The 
bell over the door rang as it opened. Stefan, his 
bean supplier was not due until Monday. Leo 
greeted his friend, “A coffee for you today?”

“No thanks, Leo. I can’t stay long,” Stefan 
replied, remaining just inside the front door and 
keeping his eyes down to avoid Leo’s gaze.

“Oh. What brings you up the mountain on a 
Friday?”

“I’m afraid I have some bad news. I won’t 
be coming Monday. There’s... there’s no more 
beans.”  Stefan finally looked up and met Leo’s 
eyes.  

Stefan’s expression was wet with emotion. Leo 
stopped his work and asked, “When will you get 
a new supply? Next week?” 

“No, Leo. There’s no more beans at all. Oh, 
there’s a few being grown indoors for the rich. 
Maybe you could get into that business. But 
there’s no more for the public. I’m retiring.  
Well... I’m retired already I guess. I’m sorry, old 
friend.”

“There are no other suppliers?”

“No. And I don’t know how you could afford 
the prices as they were.”

“I couldn’t,” Leo admitted. His and his father’s 
life savings were long spent. The shop was twice 
mortgaged.

Stefan said, “The last I heard a few private 
growers will be charging 2,000 a pound for the 
good stuff. I’m sorry, my friend. I’m going to go.”  

Stefan left rather hastily, almost as if he was 
ashamed, or had failed in a promise that was 
never made.  Leo thought about running after 
Stefan and telling him it would be all right, but 
by the time he worked himself up to starting 
for the door he figured that Stefan was already 
driving down the mountain. Leo leaned on the 
counter. The chocolate had cooled too much. He 
would have to start again. He stared at the blank 
white kitchen wall. He tried to stare through the 
wall. What was he looking for? He scraped the 
chocolate back up and reheated it. 

At nine am Leo was keeping watch out of the 
shop’s glass door. He had just turned the sign 
to indicate they were open. He realized that this 
was his last day. He had enough chocolate to 
make fresh for Saturday, but he had decided, as 
the bell rang and the glass door closed, that this 
would be it. He would save those few beans for 
later. For when?  Who and what was he saving 
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them for? He had no ideas. Yet he still wanted 
to save them so that he could always have them. 
Where would he go on Monday?     

The door bells rang again and he looked up to 
see his only regular customer, Agnes, come in. 
He forced himself to smile for her. She deserved 
nothing less. He asked her, “What would you 
like today, my dear?”

“Let me look,” she said.

“Of course. Take your time.” She always got 
the same thing, but she liked to take a long time 
to decide. He asked, “Can I get you a coffee—not 
a real coffee of course - just the best we can do.”  
Leo always gave the disclaimer about the coffee 
to Agnes, even though no regular person had 
had real coffee in twenty years.

She said, “I’d love one, if you’ll have one 
yourself.”

Leo already had both cups prepared with 
sugar and milk. He poured the drink and set 
both of the cups on the glass counter above 
the few rows of chocolates he had displayed. 
She said, “I think I will have the dark chocolate 
hearts.”  She always had the small dark 
chocolate hearts, three of them. 

Leo put them on a plate for her. She bit into 
one and closed her eyes to enjoy it. Then she 
took a sip from her coffee, still with her eyes 
closed. Leo wondered what she was visualising. 
Sometimes he liked to guess. Today liked to 
imagine she was thinking of herself as a little 
girl, enjoying her very first taste of chocolate, 
barely able to believe anything could taste so 
good. She asked, “How much is that?”

“Please, Agnes, I can’t take your money.”

She said, “You work so hard. You deserve to 
be paid.”

Usually they would go back and forth on this 
for some time. Today, he gave in quickly and told 
her, “It is thirty dollars. The coffee is between 
friends.”

She smiled. She wrapped the last of her three 
chocolates into her napkin to take home. She 
said, “I will see you on Monday, Leo.”

He was about to call out to her as she opened 
the door, to tell her he would be closed, but he 
stopped himself. Now she was gone.

Leo went back into the kitchen and scrubbed 
down the marble table. As he was doing the 
dishes in the big sink filled with soapy water, 
he heard a crash outside. It sounded like it was 
right by his door. He hurried to see, pausing to 
look through the glass. There was a group of 
teenagers on his terrace. They had pushed over 
a table and were rolling it down the hill away 
from his shop. His hand was on the door. He 
would go and get his table back. But there were 
four of them. He thought of getting a knife to 
scare them, or his cane.

Instead, he walked slowly back to the marble 
table and sat on it. This was something he never 
did. It was a work surface for food. It was not for 
sitting. He looked deep into the patterns of the 
marble. He thought he would like to hide inside 
the patterns there, safely protected by the stone. 
That was the way the world should work. He 
should be able to just disappear into the table. 
But he did not know how to do it. His father had 
disappeared slowly and painfully. Was that how 
he would have to go also? Leo wondered—what 
is a man supposed to do in this sort of world?     

He hopped off the table and opened a 
cupboard and took a deep breath of the aroma 
of his last beans. He grabbed the scoop. He 
wouldn’t save them after all. He would make 
something really special for Agnes on Monday: 
a giant chocolate heart filled with ganache. It 
would be his last and best work. 
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